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Abstract

This PhD thesis is a cumulative dissertation that consists of three papers.
The first paper describes the qualitative as well as quantitative nature of the electrostatic potential

behind a macroparticle in a drifting collisional plasma and also the ion drag force taking into account
plasma absorption on the grain surface. Plasma absorption on the grain surface is one of the fundamental
properties of complex (dusty) plasmas which results in the “openness” of these systems. It is shown that
in the considered regime plasma absorption determines completely the long-range potential. Physically,
absorption of the drifting ions on the grain surface generates ion rarefaction behind the grain which opposes
the ion focussing e!ect. In certain parameter regime ion rarefaction e!ect dominates over focussing e!ect
which makes ion drag force to act in the opposite direction of ion flow i.e we obtain negative ion drag force.

In the second paper both the ion drag and electron drag forces acting on an absorbing grain have been
calculated in the limit of highly collisional weakly ionized plasmas. The plasma is exposed to an external
weak electric field so that both ions and electrons drift with subthermal velocities. The e!ect of plasma
absorption reduces the absolute magnitude of the ion drag force and even can change its sign in certain
parameter regimes whereas this e!ect increases the magnitude of the electron drag force. The total force
which is the sum of electric, ion drag and electron drag forces is proportional to the electric field. The
proportionality constant represents the e!ective charge. The calculated value of the e!ective charge turns
out to be of the order of the actual charge. This fact implies that in this parameter regime the drag forces
are of minor importance compared to the electric force.

The third paper deals with the isotropic potential distribution and the ion drag force acting on an
isolated dust particle in highly collisional weakly anisotropic plasma. But unlike the previous two cases
where plasma absorption and loss processes were neglected in the vicinity of the grain, in this work
we consider these processes. The plasma production is assumed to be due to electron impact ionization
whereas for the loss processes two di!erent mechanisms are considered: in high pressure plasmas the loss is
mainly due to electron-ion volume recombination and in low/moderate pressure gas discharges the plasma
loss is due to ambipolar di!usion towards the chamber walls or electrodes. In the first case the potential
consists of two exponential terms and the long range potential is of Yukawa type. In the second case the
long range potential is Coulomb-like. It is found that the purely Debye-Hückel potential is obtained only
in absence of ionization-recombination processes. The ion drag force is negative when the ionization rate
is low, but becomes positive for su"ciently high ionization rate in both cases. The parameter regimes for
the positive and negative ion drag forces have been identified.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese kumulative Dissertation besteht aus drei Verö!entlichungen.
Die erste Publikation beschreibt die qualitative und quantitative Natur des elektrostatischen Poten-

zials hinter einem Makroteilchen in einem stoßdominierten Plasma, sowie der Ionenreibungskraft durch
Plasmaabsorption auf der Teilchenoberfläche. Plasmaabsorption auf der Teilchenberfläche ist eine der
grundlegenden Eigenschaften der komplexen (staubigen) Plasmen, welche die “O!enheit” dieser Systeme
zur Folge hat. Es wird gezeigt, dass im analysierten Bereich Plasmaabsorption das Fernfeld dominiert.
Absorption der treibenden Ionen auf der Teilchenoberfläche erzeugt Ionenausdünnung hinter dem Teilchen,
das dem Ionenfokussierungse!ekt entgegensetzt wirkt. In einem bestimmten Parameterbereich dominiert
der Ionenausdünnungse!ekt über den Fokussierungse!ekt, welcher die Ionenreibungskraft in die dem Io-
nenfluss entgegengesetzte Richtung wirken lässt. Wir erhalten negative Ionenreibungskraft.

In der zweiten Verö!entlichung wurden sowohl die Ionenreibungskraft, als auch die Elektronenrei-
bungskraft, welche auf ein absorbierendes Teilchen wirken, für den Grenzfall stark stoßdominierter, schwach
ionisierter Plasmen berechnet. Das Plasma wurde einem schwachen, externen elektrischen Feld ausge-
setzt, so dass Ionen und Elektronen mit sub-thermischer Geschwindigkeit driften. Der E!ekt der Plas-
maabsorption verringert die Stärke der Ionenreibungskraft und kann in einem bestimmten Parameterbere-
ich, in dem dieser E!ekt die Stärke der Elektronenreibungskraft erhöht, sogar ihr Vorzeichen umkehren.
Die Gesamtkraft, welche sich aus der elektrischen Kraft, der Ionenreibungskraft und der Elektronen-
reibungskraft zusammensetzt ist proportional zu dem elektrischen Feld. Die Proportionalitätskonstante
wird als e!ektive Ladung bezeichnet. Es stellt sich heraus, dass ihr berechneter Wert von der gleichen
Größenordnung wie die wirkliche Ladung ist. Dieses impliziert, dass in diesem Parameterbereich die Rei-
bungskraft von geringerer Bedeutung als die elektrische Kraft ist.

Die dritte Publikation beschäftigt sich mit der isotropen Potenzialverteilung und der Ionenreibungskraft,
welche auf ein isoliertes Staubteilchen in einem stark stoßdominierten, schwach anisotropen Plasma, wirkt.
Im Gegensatz zu den anderen beiden Fällen, in denen Plasmaabsorption und Verlustprozesse in der Nähe
des Teilchens vernachlässigt wurden, werden sie in dieser Arbeit berücksichtigt. Es wird angenommen, daß
das Plasma durch Elektronstoßionisation erzengt wird, wohingegen für die Verlustprozesse mehrere Mech-
anismen in Frage kommen: in Hochdruckplasmen ensteht der Verlust im Wesentlichen durch Elektronen-
Ionen Volumenrekombination und in Nieder/Mitteldruckplasmen durch ambipolar Di!usion gegen die
Kammerwände und Elektroden. Im ersten Fall besteht das Potenzial aus zwei exponentiellen Termen
und einem langreuichweitigen Yukawa-Potenzial. Im zweiten Fall ist das Fernfeld Coulomb-artig. Es
wurde herausgefunden, dass das Debye-Hückel-Potenzial nur unter Abwesenheit von Ionenrekombination-
sprozessen erreicht wird. Die Ionenreibungskraft ist negativ wenn die Ionisierungsrate niedrig ist, wird
aber in beiden Fällen positiv, wenn die Ionisierungsrate ausreichend groß ist. Der Parameterbereich wurde
sowohl für positive, wie auch für negative Ionenreibungskraft bestimmt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 History of complex plasma

1.1.1 Dust in space

The important role of dust in space physics was realized a century ago [1]. There is

a number of well known systems in space where dusty plasmas occur, e.g. Earth’s at-

mosphere [2, 3, 4], planetary rings, comets [5], interplanetary medium [6], interstellar

clouds [7], dynamics of stellar wind, nova-supernova explosions, formation of stars, planets

etc. [8].

Dust in Earth’s atmosphere: The closest example of naturally occurring dusty

plasma in Earth’s environment have been observed in the lower part of the ionosphere

(polar mesosphere at altitudes of 80 to 90 km) where summer temperature is much smaller

than winter temperature. Several phenomena occur in this region, such as formation of

noctilucent cloud (NLC) [9], polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE) [4] and strong

radar backscattering at frequencies from 50MHz to 1.3GHz. Also dust particles having

cosmic origin are found in the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere acts as a shield with an

e"ciency that depends on the size and velocity of the incoming dust particles. Simulations

for dust particles of cometary, interplanetary and lunar origin indicate that magnetospheric

e!ects reduce the flux of interplanetary and lunar dust with sizes below 0.1µm. However,

the shielding is much less e!ective for cometary grains because of their much higher ap-

proach velocities [10].
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Dust in Planetary rings: Most of the rings of the outer giant planets (Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) are made of micron-to submicron sized dust particles and a

wealth of information was recovered [11]. Jupiter’s ring system was discovered in a single

image from the Voyager 1 fly by in 1979 and subsequently imaged in greater detail by

Voyager 2. The ring system of Jupiter is composed of three distinct components: the

main ring, the halo and the gossamer ring. The main ring scatters more light into large

phase angles than into smaller ones which indicates the presence of considerable dust

concentration. The main ring encompasses the orbits of two small moons, Adrastea and

Metis, which may act as the source for the dust that makes up most of the ring. The puzzles

regarding the Saturn’s ring system was significantly increased since Voyagers 1 and 2

imaged the ring system extensively in 1980 and 1981. The main rings are known as C, B and

A (from the outward direction). The Cassini division named after the discoverer Giovanni

Cassini is the largest gap in the rings and separates the rings B and A. Subsequently a faint

ring D was discovered which lies closest to the planet. The F ring is narrow and just outside

the A ring. There are two other far fainter rings named G and E. The particles in Saturn’s

rings are composed primarily of ice and range from micron to meters in size. One of the

most interesting features observed in the Saturn’s ring system were the nearly-radial, wedge

shaped features in the B ring, the Spokes [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The wedge becomes wider

towards the planet. The spokes are confined with an inner boundary at ! 1.72Rs (Rs is the

radius of the Saturn) and an outer boundary at approximately the outer edge of the B ring.

The formation and evolution of spokes are explained in Ref. [14, 15]. The next planetary

ring system is of Uranus which consists of nine major rings: 6, 5, 4, !, ", #, $, % and &

(from outward direction). These rings have high optical depths and hence very little dust.

A narrow ' ring was discovered in the backscattered Voyager images. Between the % and

' ring a region is encountered which is mostly forward scattering, called the dust belt [17].

The characteristic of the constituents of Uranian rings was studied using photometric

analysis which shows that the brightness distribution is dominated by backscattering and

indicates the presence of macroscopic dust grains [18]. Neptune also has an external ring

system which consists of a large proportion of microscopic dust particles [19]. The most

prominent ring is the narrow outer Adams ring. It includes several longitudinal “arcs”

along their length which are much brighter and much more opaque than the remainder of

the ring. The other rings are: the innermost Galle ring, the narrow LeVerrier ring and

the broad Lassell ring. Observations revealed a power law distribution (with an index 4)
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for the dust grains.

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 1.1: (a) Noctilucent cloud in Earth’s atmosphere (b) Spokes in the Saturn’s ring (c) dust in

cometary tail (d) Interstellar dust

Dust in Interplanetary space and comets: The origin of interplanetary dust is

mainly from comets (due to collisional fragmentation of debris) and asteroids. These

dust particles have very fragile and flu!y appearance and are mainly composed of carbon,

submicrometer mineral grains. The existence of interplanetary dust particles was known

from zodiacal light. An outstanding example of dust environment in the solar system are

the “comets” which consist of a cloud of di!use material, called coma and a small, bright

nucleus in the middle of the coma. The coma and the nucleus together constitute the

head of the comet. As comets approach the Sun, they develop one of the optically largest

dust structures by solar radiation and wind pressure: cometary dust tails. The physics

of cometary tails is now quite well understood and can reveal lots of important scientific
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information on dust properties.

Dust in Interstellar medium: In Interstellar medium dust particles are extremely

small (fraction of µm), irregularly shaped and are composed of silicates, carbon, ice, and/or

iron compounds. When light from other stars passes through the dust, several things can

happen. If the dust cloud is thick enough, the light will be completely blocked, leading to

dark areas. These dark clouds are known as dark nebulae. Light passing through a dust

cloud may not be completely blocked, although all wavelengths of light passing through

will be dimmed somewhat. This phenomenon is known as extinction. The amount that the

light is dimmed depends upon the thickness and density of the dust cloud (= the optical

depth), as well as the wavelength (color) of the light. Because of the tiny size of the dust

particles, scattering of blue light is favored which implies that the light that reaches us is

more red than it would have been without the interstellar dust. This e!ect is known as

interstellar reddening. In turn, a dust cloud that is illuminated by star light, when viewed

from the side appears blue (similar to the blue sky we see, due to the scattered sunlight by

the Earth’s atmosphere). Light may also be reflected from the clouds of Interstellar dust

which is seen as a reflection nebula. A reflection nebula is a region of dusty gas surrounding

a star where the dust reflects the starlight, making it visible to us.

1.1.2 Dust in laboratory

Dusty plasmas in laboratories di!er significantly from those in space and astrophysical

dusty plasmas due to mainly two reasons: (1) laboratory discharges are usually confined

by geometric boundaries which influence the formation and transport of the dust grains and

(2) the external circuit, which maintains the dusty plasma, imposes spatiotemporal varying

boundary conditions on the discharge. In the early 1990s, etching, surface-processing and

computer chips manufacturing were faced with serious problems due to the presence of

levitating grain clouds which contaminated substrates [20, 21, 22]. The grains either start

to grow by chemical processes or are emitted directly from the walls as a result of etching

process. The physics of grain formation and grain growth in the first stage of etching is an

actively investigated topic [23, 24]. To control these processes, it is necessary to understand

the basic mechanisms of transport of dust particles, influence of dust on plasma parameters,

etc.

The investigation in complex plasmas was triggered in the mid 1990’s by the labora-
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tory discovery of plasma crystals. The possibility of dust subsystem crystallization in a

nonequilibrium gas discharge plasma due to strong electrostatic coupling between the dust

particles was predicted by Ikezi in 1986 [25]. The first experimental observations of ordered

particle structures were reported in 1994 in rf discharge [26, 27, 28, 29]. Transitions from a

disordered gaseous-like phase to a liquid-like phase and the formation of ordered structures

of dust particles, the plasma crystals were observed [30]. Later on, plasma crystals were

also found in dc discharges [31], thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure [32], and even

in nuclear-induced dusty plasmas [33].

In ground based laboratory investigations of complex plasmas the e!ect of gravity is

unavoidable. To support particles against gravity strong electric fields are required leading

to a high degree of plasma anisotropy and suprathermal ion flows. The plasma condi-

tions yield forces on the particles, which are comparable to the inter-particle forces. Hence

most complex plasmas investigated on Earth are strongly compressed, inhomogeneous (in

the vertical direction), and anisotropic. Under microgravity conditions the particles move

into the bulk of the plasma and can form large three dimensional (3D) weakly compressed

“quasi-isotropic” complex plasmas as shown in Fig. 1.2 (c). A research program on complex

plasmas under microgravity conditions was initiated in 1994, shortly after the discovery

of plasma crystals in the laboratory. The microgravity has a profound influence on the

properties, structure, dynamics, and physical state of complex plasmas, making possi-

ble experimental investigations that cannot be conducted on Earth. The plasma crystal

experiment “PKE-Nefedov”, a joint German/Russian scientific project for the long-term

investigations of complex plasmas under microgravity conditions was installed on the Inter-

national Space Station (ISS) in February 2001 [34]. In December 2005 the next-generation

complex plasma experiment facility “PK-3 Plus” was installed onboard the International

Space Station and first experiments were performed in January 2006 [35]. The “PK-3

Plus” laboratory provides new possibilities for microgravity investigations due to its de-

sign improvements relative to the first long-term experiment “PKE-Nefedov”. Both the

above mentioned projects are based on rf discharge. The next generation “PK-4” project

is a continuation of the successful “PKE-Nefedov” and its successor, “PK-3 Plus” projects

and combines both dc and rf discharges.

The presence of dust particles in fusion devices (tokamaks, stellarators, etc.) has been

known for a long time. However, their possible consequences for plasma operations and

performances become a topic of interest in late 1990s [36, 37, 38]. The dust particles are
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!"#$ !%#$

!&#$ !'#$

Figure 1.2: (a) Rings of dust particles encircling silicon wafers in a plasma processing device. (Inset) An
electron-microscope image of a 20µm diameter particle from such a dust cloud [21]. (b) A CCD image of
a horizontal lattice plane of a plasma crystal [26] (c) Complex plasma experiment in microgravity onboard
the International Space Station ( PKE-Nefedov experiments) [34] (d) Example of large dust particles
collected after many discharges in a fusion devices [36].

generated by a number of processes, such as desorption, arcing, sputtering, evaporation

and sublimation of thermally overloaded wall material [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The sizes

may vary from a few nanometers to few tenths of a millimeter. Dust can a!ect the plasma

performance and stability, as well as the operation of fusion devices. In the framework of

the development of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project

it became obvious that dust represents a serious safety hazard. Thus, the problem of dust

removal from thermonuclear devices represents one of the most important scientific and

technical problem.
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1.2 Basics of Complex plasma

Complex (dusty) plasma is an overall charge neutral assembly of ions, electrons, highly

charged microparticles and neutral gas. The micro-particles are large enough to be visual-

ized individually which allows experimental investigations with high temporal and spatial

resolution (in terms of the appropriate plasma frequency and particle separation). Hence,

complex plasma is used as a valuable model system to investigate various phenomena (e.g,

phase transitions, self-organizations, waves, transport, etc.) at the most fundamental ki-

netic level [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. Below some characteristic properties of complex plasmas

are briefly mentioned.

1.2.1 Dust particle charging

In complex (dusty) plasmas most of the dust particle charging theories are based on the

theories of the electrostatic probes in plasmas [50, 51]. Due to the higher mobility of elec-

trons the non-emitting particles become negatively charged and the concentration of free

electrons in plasmas is reduced. This e!ect often leads to considerable changes in plasma

charge composition. Conversely, in case of emitting particles ( e.g., thermionic emission,

photo emission, secondary electron emission) the dust grains emit electrons and may be-

come positively charged which may increase the electron concentrations in plasmas. In

equilibrium condition, the “quasineutrality” condition in complex plasmas can be written

as

Zd0nd0 + ni0 = ne0

where ns0 is the equilibrium number density of the plasma species s (s = e,i,d for electrons,

ions and dust particles) and Zd0 is the particle charge number on dust particles. For

negatively charged particle Zd0 < 0 and Zd0 > 0 for positively charged particle. The above

condition can be used to estimate when the influence of dust component on the charge

composition in complex plasmas is considerable using the inequality |Zd0nd0/ne0| = P " 1.

In the absence of emission processes, electrons and ions recombine on the dust particles

i.e. the particles act as a plasma sink. The dust grain charge Qd(= Zde) is related to the

grain’s floating potential (f by the “vacuum” relation, Qd = C(f , where C = a is the

grain’s capacitance, provided the grain is small. Here, a is the dust grain radius. However,

there may be some deviations from this approximation due to strongly nonlinear screening
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and/or non-equilibrium distribution of the electrons and ions around the dust grain. The

electron and ion currents collected by an isolated dust particle from the plasma strongly

depends on its floating potential (f . The charge evolution is then determined by

dQd

dt
= Ji((f ) + Je((f ).

Setting the sum in the right-hand-side to zero yields the steady-state floating potential (f

and grain charge Qd.

In the limiting case of collisionless complex plasmas the following inequality usually

holds: a # 'D # )i(e), where 'D is the Debye length and )i(e) is the collisional mean free

path of ions (electrons). In this regime the floating potential can be calculated using or-

bital motion (OM) theory. In its simplest form, the orbital motion limited theory (OML),

the floating potential depends upon electron-to-ion mass and temperature ratios and is

insensitive to the body radius [52]. The OML theory is strictly valid when there is no

potential barrier for the ion motion. In the presence of a potential barrier some low energy

ions will be reflected and can’t reach the grain surface. This e!ect leads to a decrease in

the ion current compared to the OML theory. Although some questions have been raised

regarding the validity of the OML theory [53], it is shown that in the limit of vanishingly

small grains which is a common situation in complex plasmas, it is still an excellent approx-

imation for the quantitative calculations [54]. The full orbital motion theory is much more

complicated as it requires the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation as well as the par-

ticle trajectories. Some research has been done for monoenergetic [55, 56] and Maxwellian

ions [57, 58], while electrons have always been considered Maxwellian. It is to be noted

that these theories do not take into account the e!ect of trapped ions [59, 60], and are ap-

plicable only in the absence of relative drift velocity between plasma and dust grains. The

last assumption assumes spherical symmetry of the problem and uses conservation laws

for angular momentum and energy. Another e!ect important for dust particle charging is

ion-neutral collisions, which is neglected in these theories on the basis that the ion mean

free paths are large compared to the plasma screening length. However, theory has shown

that ion-neutral charge-exchange collisions in the vicinity of the dust grain substantially

increase the ion current to the dust surface even when )i is larger than 'D [60, 61, 62]. An

increase in the ion current considerably suppresses the grain charge [63, 64].

In the limiting case of high pressure plasmas, )i # 'D, ion motion is mobility con-

trolled due to high collisionality [65, 66, 67, 68]. Mobility decreases with pressure and
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so does the ion flow and hence the surface potential (floating potential) increases in the

absolute magnitude. However, when the electron transport becomes collisional too, the

grain surface potential does not depend on neutral gas pressure, and its absolute magni-

tude is approximately given by the logarithm of the ratio of the electron and ion di!usion

coe"cients.

In the above discussion, the charge of dust particles is treated as a continuous regular

variable. However, in real situation the charging process is random in nature due to

discreteness of electron and ion absorption on the grain surface. As a result, the particle

charge can fluctuate around its average value. The importance of charge fluctuations

was recognized in the early 1980’s by Morfill et. al. in explaining dust transport in

astrophysical plasmas [69, 70] and studied later extensively [71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. It has been

recognized that charge fluctuation can generate dust grain “heating” in external electric

fields [76, 77, 78], a!ect grain coagulation process [71, 72], cause instabilities of grain

oscillations [79, 80], is responsible for dust particle transport across a magnetic field in

astrophysical plasma [81] etc. Another major consequence of the fact that depending on

the surrounding plasma parameter variations the electrostatic field force acting on grains

$ZdeE is not potential since %Zd%( &= 0 in general case. Thus complex plasmas can be

considered as non-Hamiltonian system [82, 83].

1.2.2 Dust charge screening

It is well known that a fundamental characteristic of plasma is its ability to shield any

externally applied electric potential by the formation of a shielding charged cloud with a

typical length scale defined as the Debye length, 'D [84]. In complex plasmas it is often

assumed that the massive dust particles (md ' mi ' me) form a stationary uniform back-

ground while electrons and ions obey the Boltzmann distribution. Then solving the Poisson

equation within linear approximations for electron and ion perturbations (|e(f/Ti| # 1)

one can obtain an expression for the Debye radius as [85],

'D =
'De'Di!
'2

De + '2
Di

where 'De(i) = (Te(i)/4*ne0(i0)e2)1/2. Here, Te(i) is the electron (ion) temperature, ne0(i0) is

the equilibrium densities of electrons (ions) and e is the electronic charge. Under typical

conditions Te ' Ti i.e. 'De ' 'Di. In this case 'D ( 'Di which means that the shielding
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distance is mainly determined by the ions. Non-linear screening e!ects can play an im-

portant role near highly charged dust grain surface [86, 87]. One of the most important

parameters determining the non-linearity in screening is the so-called scattering parame-

ter, " = Rc/'D, where Rc(= |Qd|e/miv2) is the Coulomb radius at which the ion-grain

electrostatic interaction energy is of the order of ion kinetic energy. Here, mi and v are the

ion mass and velocity respectively. The e!ect of non-linearity is small when " # 1 while

for " ' 1 it can be dominant.

1.2.3 Characteristic frequencies

As mentioned before, the presence of charged dust particles modifies the macroscopic

space charge neutrality condition. When a plasma is instantaneously disturbed from its

equilibrium, the resulting internal electric field gives rise to collective particle motions

which tends to restore the charge neutrality. These collective motions are characterized by

a natural frequency of oscillations known as the plasma frequency, +ps = (4*ns0Q2
s/ms)1/2

associated with the plasma species s. These frequencies are not same for electrons, ions and

dust grains, but depend on the mass and charge of the plasma species (+pe ' +pi ' +pd).

In weakly ionized plasmas the (charged) plasma particles collide mostly with neutral

atoms. These collisions are characterized by electron-neutral collision frequency ,en, the

ion-neutral collision frequency ,in and the dust-neutral collision frequency ,dn. The col-

lision frequencies are defined as ,sn = nn-n
s vTs, where nn is the neutral number density,

-n
s is the e!ective collision cross-section and vTs is the thermal speed of the s’th species.

Collisions of the plasma particles with neutrals tend to damp their collective oscillations.

1.2.4 Coupling parameter

In many particle interacting system one of the fundamental characteristic is the coupling

parameter # which is defined as the ratio of the potential energy of interaction between

neighboring particles to their kinetic energy i.e. # = Q2n1/3/T where Q, n and T are

the charge, density and the temperature of the particles respectively. For the Coulomb

interaction between charged dust particles,

#C =
Q2

d

$Td
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where $ = n!1/3
d characterizes the average interparticle spacing and Td characterizes dust

component kinetic energy. For a one component plasma with uniform and stationary neu-

tralizing background it is shown by numerical computation that the transition to crystalline

state occurs at #C ! 106 (or #C ! 171 if the interparticle spacing $ is defined through the

Wigner-Seitz radius, (4!
3 nd)!1/3) [88]. However, in dusty plasma the interaction between

charged dust particles can be often approximated by the isotropic Debye-Hückel (Yukawa)

type repulsive potential, with the screening determined by the plasma electrons and ions.

In this case the coupling ratio is characterized by the electrostatic “screened” coupling

parameter #ES = #C exp($.), where . = $/' is the structure (lattice) parameter - the

interparticle spacing normalized by the e!ective screening length. A dusty plasma is said

to be weakly coupled when #ES < 1, while it is strongly coupled when #ES " 1. In labora-

tory dusty plasma systems, massive dust grains are strongly coupled because of their huge

electric charge, low temperature and small intergrain distance. This model gives a rather

simplified picture of dusty plasmas and does not account for plasma anisotropy, charge

variations, collective interactions, exact form of confining potential, etc.
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1.3 Phase space diagram

The phase space diagram for plasmas (in absence of dust) are characterized by two pa-

rameters: density (n) and temperature (T ) as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). It is assumed that

the temperatures of di!erent plasma components (i.e. electrons, ions and neutrals) are

same. Plasma densities vary from less than one particle per cubic meter (tenuous inter-

galactic/intersteller region) to 1026cm!3 (center of the sun) and even upto 1030cm!3 (white

dwarfs). Temperature varies from less than 10!6K (laser cooled OCP) to tens of millions

Kelvin (Center of the Sun) and even upto billions of degree (Compact stellar object). The

Figure 1.3: (a) Phase diagram showing di!erent plasmas existing in space and laboratory. Here, n is
the number of particles in cm!3, !D is the Debye length and T is the temperature [89] (b) Same phase
space diagram with the parameter regime applicable for complex plasma (grey shed). Note that the
“complex plasmas” allow the experimental investigations of the strong coupling regime, including liquid
and crystalline plasma states. The solid line shows the # = 1 line, which marks the transition from strongly
to weakly coupled plasmas [90].

red line indicates the (n, T ) values at which a hydrogen plasma at local thermal equilibrium

would be 50% ionized. To the left of this line the ionization fraction is smaller and to the

right of it ideal fully ionized plasma state is obtained. The upper continuous black line

represents the boundary between ‘strongly coupled’ and ‘weakly coupled’ plasmas. The
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strong coupling is defined here by setting the thermal energy T equal to the mean Coulomb

energy between neighboring particles, Q2n1/3. In this case the strong coupling is in between

plasma particles (in absence of dust particles). In Fig. 1.3(a) it is assumed that the atoms

are singly ionized and the solid line gives # = 1. Above this line plasma is strongly coupled

and can form ordered structures. Below this line the system behaves like a hot gas where

frequent collisions between electrons and ions thermalize the system. The parameter #

increases with density and decreases with temperature. It should be noted that earlier it

was quite di"cult to explore the strongly coupled phase space region experimentally, since

one must achieve extremely high density at very low temperature.

The breakthrough for the problem of strongly coupled plasmas came from the discovery

of complex plasmas where highly charged dust grains appear as an additional charged

component in addition to electrons and ions. Since the coupling parameter has quadratic

dependence on the charge Q(= Ze), the dust grains can be strongly coupled while the

other plasma particles interact weakly. To show the accessible range of complex plasma in

phase space the Fig. 1.3(a) has been redrawn in slightly di!erent way in Fig. 1.3(b). The

vertical axis is now Z6n, which is proportional to #3T 3. The shaded region corresponds to

the accessible region in phase space using complex plasma. The lower limit is due to the

electrostatic levitation against gravity, and the upper limit is due to the electron depletion

caused by plasma absorption on the dust particles. From Fig. 1.3(b) it is clear that all

stages of plasma condensation can in principle be examined experimentally in a wide region

of parameter space.

Now, the detailed features of the phase diagram for complex plasmas as functions of

coupling parameter, #ES, finiteness parameter, ! = $/a and lattice parameter, . = $/'

are shown in Fig. 1.4 where $ is the mean grain separation and a is the grain size. In this

calculation it is assumed that the dust grains interact via isotropic Debye-Hückel (Yukawa)

potential. The typical parameter range of complex plasmas studied so far is, '/a ! !/.

= 100. The vertical line . = 1 divides the diagram into weakly screened (Coulomb) and

strongly screened (Yukawa) parts. The upper solid line represents the “melting line” which

indicates the liquid-solid phase transition and the lower solid line indicates the transition

between “ideal” and “nonideal” plasmas. Above the lower solid line the interaction is

essentially collective, whereas below this line only pair interactions are important. From

the thermodynamical point of view, this line determines the limit of employing expansions

of the thermodynamical functions over the small coupling parameters. The regions where
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Figure 1.4: Phase diagram of complex plasmas. Regions I (V) represent Coulomb (Yukawa) crystals.
Regions II (VI) are for Coulomb (Yukawa) non-ideal plasmas. Regions III (VII and VIII) correspond to
Coulomb (Yukawa) ideal gases. In the region VIII, the pair Yukawa interaction asymptotically reduces to
the hard sphere limit, forming a “Yukawa granular medium”. In region IV, the electrostatic interaction is
unimportant and the system is like a usual granular medium.

the system is similar to a granular medium are also shown. The region below the lower

dotted curve is identified as usual granular medium where the electrostatic interaction is

too weak and the momentum exchange occurs due to direct grain collisions i.e. the charges

do not play any significant role. The upper dotted curve represents the transition boundary

for “Yukawa granular medium” where strongly screened electrostatic interaction reduces

asymptotically to the hard sphere limit.
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1.4 Electrostatic potential

A dust particle in a plasma acquires a high electric charge and interacts with other dust

particles. The character of the intergrain interaction is one of the most fundamental

questions for understanding the physics of complex plasma in laboratory as well as in

space. The point is that the interaction potential is not fixed but depends considerably on

complex plasma conditions. Diverse mechanisms of attractive and repulsive interactions

have been discussed in the literature [46, 48, 91].

One of the main interaction mechanisms is the electrostatic repulsion between like

charged particles. In isotropic collisionless plasmas the potential is often assumed to be of

Debye-Hückel (Yukawa) form at relatively short distances (up to a few plasma screening

lengths) [56, 92]. At larger distances the e!ect of continuous plasma absorption on the

grain leads to much more slow decay of the potential [53, 91, 93, 94, 95], and it scales

with distance as ) r!2. In isotropic collisional plasmas the elctrostatic potential around

an absorbing body in the absence of ionization/recombination processes in its vicinity has

even more slowly decaying ) r!1 long-range asymptote [65, 68, 96, 97, 98].

In anisotropic plasma, the potential distribution can be calculated using the linear

dielectric response formalism [99]. This approach is applicable when the nonlinear region

around the dust grain is small compared to the plasma screening length i.e when the ions

are weakly coupled to the particle. The electric potential of a test particle (with fixed

charge Q) moving with a constant velocity u is [100]

((r) =
Q

2*2

" eikrdk

k2&(k,$ku)

where &(k,$ku) is the plasma permittivity. Using this approach Montgomery et al. [101]

calculated the far field potential of a moving test charge in a uniform electron-ion plasma

and showed that it decreases as the inverse cube of the distance from the test charge

(( ) r!3). On the other hand, in a collisional electron-ion plasma it may decay as r!2 [102].

In presence of large electric fields (in rf sheaths or dc striations) ions start to drift relative to

the particle and this creates a non-monotonic potential distribution (with well pronounced

extremum) within a certain solid angle downstream from the flow - a wake [103, 104, 105,

106, 107, 108]. The shape of the wake potential is sensitive to the value of the ion Mach

number [106], electron-to-ion temperature ratio [109] and ion-neutral collisions [110].
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1.5 Ion drag force

The interaction and momentum transfer between di!erent plasma components and charged

grains play an exceptionally important role in complex plasmas [111]. In this section we

focus on the ion drag force which is caused by the momentum transfer from flowing ions to a

negatively charged grain. This force appears to be quite important in describing a number

of interesting phenomena in complex plasma like void formation in the central region of

an rf discharge under microgravity condition [112, 113, 114, 115, 116], rotation of the

dust structures in the presence of the magnetic field [117, 118], location and configuration

of the dust structures in laboratory experiments [119, 120], properties of low-frequency

waves [121, 122, 123], etc. Not surprisingly, the ion drag force has been the subject of

extensive investigation over the last few years. This includes analytical theories [120, 124,

125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130], numerical simulations [131, 132, 133, 134], and experiments

[135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140].

It should be noted that despite its high importance in complex plasmas, a complete

self-consistent model of the ion drag force, describing all cases of interest, has not yet

been developed. Rather there exist several approaches, which are formulated under cer-

tain well defined conditions [46, 48, 127, 141]. Let us briefly outline these approaches.

The traditional way to derive ion-drag force is the “binary collision (BC) formalism”,

which is based on the solution of the mechanical problem of the ion motion in the field

of the charged particle. Analyzing ion trajectories one can obtain the velocity-dependent

momentum-transfer cross section -(v) integration of which with appropriate velocity distri-

bution function of the ions gives the ion-drag force. In deriving -(v) an isotropic attractive

Debye-Hückel(Yukawa) interaction potential between the ions and the grain is typically

assumed. An important quantity characterizing momentum transfer in the Yukawa poten-

tial is the so-called scattering parameter, ". For a small (point-like) grain the normalized

momentum transfer cross section, -(v)/'2, depends only on " [126]. Thus, " is a unique

parameter which describes scattering for Debye-Hückel (Yukawa)central potential. The

value of " which measures the strength of the ion-grain coupling determines how the mo-

mentum transfer occurs. Di!erent approaches can be employed in di!erent regimes. For

weak coupling (" # 1), the length scale of non-linear interaction and scattering at large

angles (! Rc) is much shorter than the screening length, '. In this regime the conven-

tional Coulomb scattering theory (small-angle scattering approximation) is applicable. An
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extension of the Coulomb scattering theory to the regime of moderate coupling (" ! 1)

has been developed in Ref. [125]. In this case the interaction range can be comparable or

even exceed the screening length which requires a proper choice of the upper cuto! impact

parameter and basically leads to a modification of the Coulomb logarithm. This model has

been shown to agree reasonably well with experimental results at low and moderate neutral

gas pressures [139], as well as with PIC simulation [134]. In the case of strong ion-grain

coupling (" ' 1) the interaction range considerably exceeds the screening length and most

of the contribution to the momentum transfer is from scattering with large angles. In this

regime traditional Coulomb scattering theory is not applicable and hence a corresponding

new approach has been developed for subthermal ion drift in Refs. [126, 127]. This ap-

proach is further extended taking into account both subthermal and suprathermal ion drift

velocities and is compared with experiments in Ref. [140]. In this regime the experimental

results agree reasonably well with analytical theories. Thus, within the BC formalism one

can describe the momentum transfer for any given degree of ion-grain coupling. Overall,

there is a reasonable quantitative agreement between theory and experiments in collision-

less and weakly collisional plasma. However, since this approach considers only the ballistic

ion trajectories, the e!ect of ion-neutral collisions, which is often important in complex

plasmas cannot be consistently accounted for.

An alternative way to calculate the ion drag force is based on the so-called “linear

dielectric response (LR) formalism”. Unlike the BC approach, instead of calculating single

ion trajectories and then the momentum transfer cross section, one can solve the Poisson

equation coupled to the kinetic (or hydrodynamic) equations for the ions and electrons and

obtain the self-consistent electrostatic potential distribution around the grain. Then the

product of the polarization component of the electric field induced by the ion flow at the po-

sition of the grain and grain charge gives the ion drag force on the grain [128, 129, 141, 98].

As far as LR formalism is concerned, the whole problem is basically reduced to the calcu-

lation of the proper plasma response function (permittivity). This approach consistently

accounts for ion-neutral collisions, potential anisotropy caused by the ion flow and allows

to calculate the ion velocity distribution function self-consistently, but is applicable only

for weak ion-grain coupling, " * 1, since linearization is used.

In highly collisional plasma the ion drag force acting on a non-absorbing grain increases

due to ion focussing e!ect behind the grain. This e!ect is related with the local increase

in the ion density downstream from the grain which induces an additional electric field
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Figure 1.5: Spatial distribution of normalized electric potential behind a small negatively charged
moving grain in highly collisional plasma. (a) corresponds to a nonabsorbing grain, while (b) corresponds
to an absorbing grain. The grain is moving to the left. The direction of the force associated with (a) ion
focusing and (b) ion depletion behind the grain is shown by arrows. Positive and negative sign corresponds
to the positive and negative space charge regions, respectively. The plasma parameters are, Te = Ti, Qe/aT

= 3, a/!D = 0.2, u/vT = 0.003 and "i/!D = 0.03(0.01) for red (blue) curves. For details see Ref. [142]

which creates a drag force in the direction of the ion drift for a negatively charged particle.

With increasing ion-neutral collisionality the magnitude of the ion space charge density

increases and the focussing point shifts towards the grain which implies further increase of

the ion drag force [Fig 1.5(a)]. Ion absorption on the grain surface causes a rarefaction of

the ion density downstream from the grain and hence reduces the ion drag force. These

two e!ects oppose each other and in certain parameter regime rarefaction e!ect due to

plasma absorption can dominate over the focussing e!ect which leads to the negative ion

drag force [Fig 1.5(b)]. The interesting possibility for the ion drag force to reverse sign was

predicted recently in Refs. [98, 131, 132, 143, 144].
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Chapter 2

Cumulative thesis

This cumulative thesis consists of the following papers which were published during the

PhD work:

1. M. Chaudhuri, S. A. Khrapak and G. E. Morfill, Electrostatic potential behind a

macroparticle in a drifting collisional plasma: E!ect of plasma absorption, Phys.

Plasmas 14, 022102 (2007).

2. M. Chaudhuri, S. A. Khrapak and G. E. Morfill, E!ective charge of a small absorbing

body in highly collisional plasma subject to an external electric field, Phys. Plasmas

14, 054503 (2007).

3. M. Chaudhuri, S. A. Khrapak and G. E. Morfill, Ion drag force on a small absorbing

grain in highly collisional weakly anisotropic plasma: E!ect of plasma production

and loss mechanisms, Phys. Plasmas 15, 053703 (2008).

The main ideas and results of these papers (1) to (3) are summarized in sections 2.1 to

2.3, respectively.
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2.1 Electrostatic potential behind a macroparticle in

a drifting collisional plasma: E!ect of plasma ab-

sorption

2.1.1 Objectives

The intergrain interaction potential is one of the most fundamental problems in com-

plex plasma. In isotropic collisionless plasmas the potential is often assumed to be of

Debye-Hückel (Yukawa) form at relatively short distances (up to a few plasma screening

lengths) [48, 56, 92]. At larger distances the e!ect of plasma absorption on the grain surface

determines the long-range asymptote of the potential which decays much more slowly with

distance () r!2) [91, 145, 93, 94, 95]. In isotropic collisional plasmas the elctrostatic poten-

tial around an absorbing body in the absence of ionization/recombination processes in its

vicinity has even more slowly decaying long-range asymptote () r!1) [65, 68, 96, 97, 98].

However in the presence of large scale electric fields the plasma flows relative to the

grain component, and complex plasma becomes anisotropic. In case of anisotropic col-

lisionless plasma the long-range electric potential behind a test charge has ) r!3 asymp-

tote [101, 146, 147], whereas for anisotropic collisional plasma it scales as ) r!2 [102]. The

theory of wakes behind an object in flowing plasmas has been developed in both collision-

less and collisional regimes [103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108], but the plasma absorption on the

grain was usually neglected.

In this work, an analytical expression for the electric field behind a stationary spherical

grain has been derived in the limit of highly collisional plasma using linear approximation

and taking into account plasma absorption on the grain surface. An analytical expression

for the ion drag force has also been calculated.

2.1.2 Model

In this model a stationary, negatively charged spherical particle is considered which is im-

mersed in a highly collisional, weakly ionized quasineutral plasma with a constant weak

ambipolar electric field. The electric field is su"ciently weak so that ions drift with subther-

mal velocity while electrons form a stationary background. There are no plasma sources

and sinks in the vicinity of the grain except on the grain surface which is fully absorbing.
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The collisional ion component is described by the continuity and momentum equations in

the hydrodynamic approximation while the electron component is described by a Boltz-

mann distribution. An analytical expression for the self-consistent electric potential behind

a stationary grain has been derived in the linear approximation by solving Poisson equation.

2.1.3 Results

The analytical expression for the electric field behind a stationary grain consists of four

terms [Eqn.(10)]. The first and second terms represent respectively the isotropic Debye-

Hückel potential and anisotropic electric field behind a non-absorbing grain. The third and

fourth terms represent respectively the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the electric field

associated with the plasma absorption on the grain surface. The e!ect of absorption reduces

the amplitude of the anisotropic electric field and can even change its sign. However,

at large distances, the dominant contribution comes from the isotropic part associated

with absorption i.e. absorption completely determines the long range asymptote of the

potential. The behavior of the normalized electric field downstream from the grain is

determined by three dimensionless parameters: electron-to-ion temperature ratio (/), ion

drift velocity normalized to the ion thermal velocity (MT), and the ratio of the ion mean

free path to the plasma screening length (0). The analysis shows that depending on these

parameters the electric field is either negative for all distances or can assume positive values

at intermediate distances as shown in Fig. (2.1). In the first case two negatively charged

particles would repel each other, while in the second case they would attract each other.

The ion drag force associated with the plasma anisotropy induced by the ion flow

has been calculated for an absorbing grain [Eqn.(11)]. This expression is identical to

that obtained by Khrapak et. al. [98] and it consists of two terms. The first term of

this expression represents the ion drag force acting on the non-absorbing grain in highly

collisional plasmas. It coincides with the expression obtained earlier by Ivlev et. al. [128]

using more general kinetic approach. The second term is associated with the plasma

absorption on the grain surface. The absorption e!ect gives a negative contribution to the

force (for a negatively charged grain) so that in the highly collisional regime the magnitude

of the total ion drag force decreases considerably and in certain parameter regimes it can

change sign. The sign reversal indicates the existence of negative ion drag force in highly

collisional plasma.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Spatial variation of the normalized electric field behind a non-absorbing and absorbing
spherical grain in highly collisional plasma (b)(c)(d) Spatial variation of the normalized electric field behind
an absorbing spherical grain in highly collisional plasma for three di!erent values of the normalized ion
mean-free paths, # = "i/!D, electron-to-ion temperature ratio, $ = Te/Ti and the thermal Mach number,
MT . For detailed values of the parameters look at Ref. [144].

2.1.4 Discussion

The importance of plasma absorption in the limiting case of highly collisional flowing

plasma has been discussed. At large distances absorption completely determines the be-

havior of the electric field, and it decays as ) r!2. It is shown that both short- and long-

range asymptotes are repulsive for a pair of negatively charged grains aligned along the ion

flow, but at moderate distances attraction can take place in certain parameter regimes. It

was shown that a negative ion drag force is possible in certain parameter regimes and the

main physical process responsible for this e!ect is identified as ion absorption on the grain

surface.
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2.2 E!ective charge of a small absorbing body in highly

collisional plasma subject to an external electric

field

2.2.1 Objectives

Often large-scale electric fields exist in complex plasmas. The direct e!ect of the electric

field is to exert an electric force on the highly charged dust particles. On the other hand, the

indirect e!ect is to produce ion and electron drag forces on the grains which are nothing

but the momentum transfer rates from drifting ions and electrons to the grains. The

competition between these forces is responsible for di!erent types of static and dynamic

properties of the grain component, a!ect wave phenomena, etc. [45, 46, 47, 48]. Often the

ion drag force dominates over the electron drag force because of the large ion-to-electron

mass ratio. However, this situation may change when the electrons drift much faster than

the ions because of their much higher mobility. It was shown in an earlier work by Khrapak

and Morfill [148] that in the collisionless regime the electron drag force can indeed dominate

over the electric and ion drag forces provided the electron-to-ion temperature ratio is not

too high.

In this work we analyze the electric force, ion and electron drag forces in a highly

collisional plasma subject to a weak electric field taking into account plasma absorption on

the grain surface. The characteristic of the total force which is the sum of electric, ion drag

and electron drag forces is analyzed. The “e!ective charge” which is the ratio of total force

to the electric field is calculated.

2.2.2 Model

A small spherical negatively charged stationary grain is placed in highly collisional, weakly

ionized plasma with a constant weak external electric field. The ions drift in the direction

of the electric field, whereas electrons drift in the opposite direction. The electric field is

su"ciently weak so that both electron and ion drifts are subthermal. There are no plasma

sources or sinks except at the grain surface, which is fully absorbing. Both the ion and

electron components are suitably described by the corresponding continuity and momentum

equations. The self-consistent electrostatic potential around the absorbing point-like grain
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is obtained by solving Poisson equation using linear dielectric response formalism. From

this the polarization part of the total force is calculated.

2.2.3 Results

The total drag force acting on a floating absorbing test grain has been calculated [Eqn.(8)].

The first term in this expression represents the sum of ion and electron drag forces acting

on a non-absorbing grain. These two forces are directed along the drift velocities of the

corresponding species, i.e. they act in the opposite directions and the ratio of their absolute

magnitude is (Te/Ti)2. This implies that in one temperature plasma (Te = Ti) they exactly

cancel each other. In highly non-thermal plasma (Te ' Ti) the ion drag force always

dominates, in contrast to the collisionless regime. The ratio of the ion drag force to electric

one is (1/6)" where " is the scattering parameter. The second sum in Eq.(8) represents the

contributions to the drag forces associated with ion and electron absorptions on the grain.

Under typical conditions the ratio of the ion and electron drag forces due to absorption

is |Fi/Fe|abs + (Te/Ti)2. The ion absorption on the grain surface changes the direction

of the ion drag force in highly collisional plasma, whilst electron absorption increases the

magnitude of the electron drag force. The absolute ratio of total ion-to-electron drag force

is, |Fi/Fe| + (Te/Ti). The total force which is the sum of electric, ion drag and electron

drag forces is proportional to the electric field and the proportionality constant represents

the “e!ective” charge such as F = QeffE. In the considered regime the grain e!ective

charge can be written as, Qeff/Q = 1 + (1/6)"(Ti/Te).

2.2.4 Discussion

The e!ect of ion absorption reduces the absolute magnitude of the ion drag force for

negatively charged grains whereas the e!ect of electron absorption increases the magnitude

of the electron drag force. In the continuum regime and for infinitesimal small grain it is

shown that both ion and electron drag forces are directed in the same direction (opposite to

the electric field). The electric force acts in the same direction. The applicability of linear

theory requires " < 1 while usually Ti # Te. Thus, we have Qeff + Q which implies that

both the ion and electron drag forces acting on the absorbing grain are small compared to

the electric force in the considered case of highly collisional plasma.
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2.3 Ion drag force on a small grain in highly collisional

weakly anisotropic plasma: E!ect of plasma pro-

duction and loss mechanisms

2.3.1 Objectives

In the two previous studies of this cumulative thesis it is assumed that plasma sources

and sinks are absent in the vicinity of the grain. However, even when plasma losses on

the grain component due to absorption are unimportant (e.g . individual grain) other loss

mechanisms such as three body volume recombination and/or ambipolar di!usion towards

discharge walls and electrodes are still present. Hence, in a realistic plasma environment,

some plasma production and loss processes are always present in the vicinity of a grain.

The motivation of this work is to investigate the e!ect of these processes on the (isotropic)

potential distribution around the dust grain and also on the ion drag force acting on them.

2.3.2 Model

A small stationary negatively charged spherical grain is immersed in a weakly ionized

quasineutral, highly collisional plasma. Plasma sources and sinks are present in the vicinity

of the grain which itself also acts as a sink due to plasma absorption on its surface. The

plasma production is only due to electron impact ionization (QI = ,Ine). For the plasma

loss processes two mechanisms are considered: in high pressure plasma the loss is mainly

due to electron-ion volume recombination (QL = ,Rni) and in low/moderate pressure gas

discharge the plasma loss is due to ambipolar di!usion towards the discharge chamber

walls or electrodes (QL = ,Lni). Here, ,I , ,R and ,L are ionization frequency, electron-

ion volume recombination frequency and loss frequency due to ambipolar di!usion loss.

The collisional ion component is described by the continuity and momentum equations in

the hydrodynamic approximation. For electrons the Boltzmann distribution is used. The

self-consistent potential distribution around the grain is obtained by solving the Poisson

equation using linear response technique.
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2.3.3 Results

Considering both types of loss mechanisms, analytical expressions for the isotropic potential

distribution around the grain and ion drag force have been obtained. When the plasma loss

is due to electron-ion volume recombination, the potential is described by the superposition

of the two exponentials with di!erent inverse screening lengths and with di!erent e!ective

charges. Both these screening lengths and e!ective charges depend on the strength of

plasma production. Depending on the strength of plasma production two limiting cases

have been considered: low and high ionization rate. In the limit of low ionization rate

(,I/Di # k2
D), the characteristic screening length is 'De()ikD)

!
,/,I which is much larger

than the electron Debye radius since ()ikD) '
!

,/,I in the considered regime. Here Di

is the ion di!usion coe"cient. For distances 'D # r # 'De()ikD)
!

,/,I the potential is

Coulomb-like. This is a familiar expression for the potential in the absence of ionization-

recombination process in the vicinity of the grain. Thus the distance 'De()ikD)
!

,/,I

determines the length scale below which plasma production is not important and sets

up the upper limit of applicability of the results obtained within the assumption of no

ionization/recombination processes in the vicinity of the grain [98, 149]. In the opposite

case of high ionization rate (,I/Di ' k2
D), the potential is again screened completely

with the screening length equal to the electron Debye radius 'De and is independent of

the ionization rate ,I . The expression for the ion drag force is derived [Eq. (17)]. Three

dimensionless parameters enter into this expression: 1 = ,I/,, the ratio of ionization

and ion-neutral collision frequencis, / = Te/Ti, the electron-to-ion temperature ratio and

0i = 'Di/)i, the inverse normalized ion mean free path. In the absence of ionization and

recombination the ion drag force is negative i.e. it is directed oppositely to the ion drift.

The same is true for low ionization rate. When the ionization rate increases the ion drag

force reverses its direction. The value of 1 for which this reversal occurs is plotted as a

function of 0i in Fig.(2.2) for three di!erent values of /. Note that for large 0i the transition

from negative to positive values of the ion drag force can be well described by 1 + 1/0i
,

/ .

Thus, in a plasma with su"ciently developed ionization the ion drag force is always directed

along the ion motion.

When the plasma loss is due to ambipolar di!usion the potential is not completely

screened, but has a Coulomb-like long-range asymptote. It is shown that in the limit of low

ionization rate the plasma production/loss processes are of minor importance. However, in
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the opposite limit of high ionization rate, the screening length is completely determined by

ionization and ambipolar loss processes. The e!ective charge that governs the long-range

asymptote of the potential is of the order of the actual charge which implies that even

partial plasma screening is of minor importance. The ion drag force is again expressed in

terms of the three dimensionless parameters (/, 0i, 1) mentioned above. In the absence of

ionization and ambipolar loss (1 = 0) as well as for su"ciently low ionization strength the

ion drag force remains negative. The transition from negative-to-positive ion drag forces

occurs when 1 ( 1//, as can be seen from Fig.(2.2). Unlike in the previous case when the

transitional value of 2 depends on both 0i and / , now it depends only on /. Thus, for both

considered mechanisms of plasma loss the ion drag force becomes positive, i.e. directed

along the ion drift provided the ionization strength is high enough.
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Figure 2.2: Variation of transitional normalized ionization frequency, % with normalized inverse ion
mean free path, #i for three di!erent electron-to-ion temperature ratios, $ = 1, 10 and 100. Curves
correspond to transition between positive and negative values of the ion drag force. In the left figure
the plasma production is due to electron impact ionization and plasma loss is due to electron-ion volume
recombination. With a reasonable accuracy the transition occurs for % + 1/#i

,
$ . In the right figure the

plasma production is due to electron impact ionization and plasma loss is due to ambipolar di!usion to
discharge walls and electrodes. In this case the transition occurs when % + 1/$ .

2.3.4 Discussion

We have analyzed the electric potential distribution in isotropic plasmas and the ion drag

force acting on an absorbing grain in weakly anisotropic plasmas taking into account ion-

ization and loss processes in the vicinity of the grain. It is shown that the conventional
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Debye-Hückel (Yukawa) potential distribution around the grain operates only in the ab-

sence of ionization and absorption processes. For volume recombination mechanism the

potential consists of two exponential terms and the long-range potential is of Debye-Hückel

type. On the other hand, for ambipolar di!usion loss mechanism the long-range potential

is Coulomb-like with e!ective charge of the order of the actual one. The ion drag force

acting on the absorbing grain is negative when the ionization rate is low. However, when

the ionization rate increases the force eventually reverses its direction. For su"ciently high

ionization rate the ion drag force is positive independenty of the plasma loss mechanisms.

The parameter regimes for the positive and negative ion drag forces have been identified

for both plasma loss mechanisms considered.



Chapter 3

Conclusion

3.1 Outlook

The motivation to write this section is to mention briefly the applicability of this thesis

work in di!erent research areas in plasma physics. This work is concerned with some

properties of charged dust particles in highly collisional complex plasma. Though there

are many examples of highly collisional complex plasmas in nature as well as in industrial

and medical applications, we mention here some of them briefly.

Experimental investigations of thermal complex plasmas were performed in a quasil-

aminar, weakly ionized plasma flow at temperatures of 1700 $ 2200K and atmospheric

pressure where dust particles form ordered structures [150, 151, 152]. Thermal plasma is

defined as a low-temperature plasma characterized by equal temperatures of the electron,

ion and neutral gas particles. The dust particles were charged by background electron

and ion fluxes and also by thermionic emission. In this case the thermionic emission plays

a dominant role due to which the dust particles become positively charged and contain

thousands of elementary charges. The possible application of these plasmas are associated

with the studies of the properties of rocket-fuel combustion products, synthesis of fine

powders, plasma sintering of ceramic materials, plasma spraying, plasma in hydrocarbon

flames etc. [153, 154, 155, 156].

Another important fact is to be noted that plasmas at low pressure are used with

very high performance in many systems, such as, etching, plasma processing, deposition

of complex nano structured layers, surface cleaning, bacterial sterilisation, biocompatible
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coating, surface functionalisation for cell adhesion etc. [23, 157, 158, 159, 160]. However,

the major drawback of low-pressure processing is the use of vacuum reactors which causes

high cost, contamination, need of specific materials etc. Recently, new trends in plasma

technology are associated with the construction of new non-thermal atmospheric plasma

sources for the material processing and surface treatments [161, 162]. Plasma can be used

for the treatment of living animal and human tissues. Non-thermal plasma at atmospheric

pressure is an exceptional system which operate at the human body temperature, emit

little or harmful radiation, secrete controllable amounts of active species and address only

the target area without spreading over the whole treated object. Some of the medically

applicable atmospheric plasma sources are high frequency plasma jets, torches, needles,

microwave sources etc. [163, 164, 165, 166, 167].

3.2 Future works

• The e!ect of many dust particles (collective e!ects) on the potential distribution

around an absorbing test grain in highly collisional plasmas.

• Stability of dust acoustic waves taking into account plasma absorption on the grain

surface in highly collisional plasma. E!ect of plasma production and loss as well as

dust charge variations can also be taken into account. This would include investi-

gation of instabilities (e.g. Rayleigh-Taylor) down to the discrete (single particle)

level.

• The dust acoustic solitary (DAS) waves have been investigated using gas dynamical

approach [168]. It would be interesting to investigate the e!ect of plasma production

and loss as well as dust charge variations on DAS waves in highly collisional plasma.
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Electrostatic potential behind a macroparticle in a drifting collisional
plasma: Effect of plasma absorption

M. Chaudhuri, S. A. Khrapak, and G. E. Morfill
Max-Planck Institut für extraterrestrische Physik, D-85741 Garching, Germany

!Received 13 December 2006; accepted 28 December 2006; published online 2 February 2007"

The electric field and potential behind a small absorbing body !dust grain" at floating potential has
been calculated analytically in a highly collisional drifting plasma. Linear plasma response
formalism has been used and main attention has been focused on the effect of plasma absorption on
the grain. It is shown that the long-range asymptote of the electric field is dominated by the effect
of absorption and is always negative. Depending on plasma parameters, the electric field at
intermediate distances can either increase monotonically or exhibit one maximum and one
minimum. It can achieve positive values in certain parameter regimes, which indicates the
possibility of electrostatic attraction between the grains aligned parallel to the flow. The obtained
results can be important for understanding of the binary grain interactions in complex plasmas at
elevated pressures. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2435707$

I. INTRODUCTION

“Dusty plasmas” !or “complex plasmas”" are plasmas
containing micrometer-sized charged particles of solid matter
!dust grains". The charged grains interact with each other, as
well as with surrounding plasma, forming various self-
organized structures. Since the grain component can be visu-
alized and analyzed at the most fundamental kinetic level,
complex plasmas are recognized as valuable model systems
to investigate various phenomena !e.g., phase transitions,
waves, transport, etc.".1–5

The character of the intergrain interaction appears as one
of the most fundamental questions for understanding the
physics behind the observed phenomena in laboratory com-
plex plasmas as well as in astrophysical plasmas,6 fusion
devices,7–9 plasma processing,3 etc. The point is that the in-
teraction potential is not fixed but depends considerably on
complex plasma conditions. Diverse mechanisms of attrac-
tive and repulsive interactions have been discussed in the
literature.2,5,10 One of the main interaction mechanisms is the
electrostatic repulsion between like-charged particles. In iso-
tropic collisionless plasmas the potential is often assumed to
be of Debye-Hückel !Yukawa" form at relatively short dis-
tances !up to a few plasma screening lengths".2,11,12 At larger
distances, the effect of continuous plasma absorption on the
grain leads to much more slow decay of the potential,10,13–16

and it scales with distance as !r!2. In isotropic collisional
plasmas, the elctrostatic potential around an absorbing body
in the absence of ionization/recombination processes in its
vicinity has an even more slowly decaying !r!1 long-range
asymptote.17–21

However, complex plasmas are very often subject to
self-consistent large-scale electric fields that induce plasma
fluxes relative to the !often stationary" grain component.
These flows, in addition to a direct dragging influence, are
also responsible for the generation of collective plasma pro-
cesses such as wake formation downstream from the grains,
which strongly modify the electrostatic interaction compared
to the isotropic case. From the collisionless kinetic theory of

conventional plasmas it is known that in anisotropic regime
the long-range electric potential behind a test charge has an
!r!3 asymptote.22–24 Stenflo et al.25 considered the effect of
collisions and found out that the long-range potential around
slowly moving test charge scales as !r!2 if the collision
frequency " is larger than the plasma frequency, #p, and if
u /vT!#p /", where u is the test charge velocity and vT is the
thermal velocity of plasma particles. Recently, a theory of
wakes behind an object in flowing plasmas has been devel-
oped in connection to complex plasmas.26–32 Both collision-
less and collisional situations were studied, but the plasma
absorption on the grain was usually neglected. To our knowl-
edge, only Melandsø and Goree33 took into account plasma
absorption on a diffuse object in a supersonic flow of cold
collisionless ions.

In the present paper, detailed analysis of highly colli-
sional plasma limit where the plasma absorption by the grain
can be easily accounted for has been performed. Using hy-
drodynamic description of slowly drifting ions and Boltz-
mann electrons, an analytical expression for the electric field
behind a stationary grain has been derived in the linear ap-
proximation. It is shown that absorption has a considerable
or even dominant effect on the electric field. The behavior of
the electric field downstream from the grain is determined by
three dimensionless parameters: electron-to-ion temperature
ratio, ion drift velocity normalized to the ion thermal veloc-
ity, and the ratio of the ion mean-free path to the plasma
screening length. The analysis shows that depending on these
parameters the electric field is either negative for all dis-
tances or can assume positive values at intermediate dis-
tances. In the first case, two particles aligned in the ion flow
would repel each other, while in the second case they would
attract each other. This conclusion may be of interest for
high-pressure collisional complex plasmas.

II. FORMULATION

We consider a stationary, negatively charged spherical
particle that is immersed in a quasineutral, highly collisional
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plasma. The ions are drifting with subthermal velocity while
electrons form stationary background. Plasma absorption oc-
curs on the grain surface; i.e., it acts as a plasma sink.
Ionization/recombination processes are absent in the vicinity
of the grain. The collisional ion component is described by
the continuity and momentum equations in the hydrody-
namic approximation:

!!nivi" = ! Ji!!r" , !1"

!vi ! "vi = !e/mi"E ! !!ni/ni"vTi

2 ! "vi. !2"

The electron density satisfies Boltzmann relation

ne # n0 exp!e#/Te" . !3"

Here, ni!e" is the ion !electron" density, vi and mi are the ion
velocity and mass, respectively, Ji is the ion flux to the grain
surface, vTi

=$Ti /mi is the ion thermal velocity, " is the !con-
stant" momentum transfer frequency in ion-neutral collisions,
n0 is the unperturbed plasma density !far from the grain",
Ti!e" is the ion !electron" temperature, and E is the total elec-
tric field. The above set of equations is closed with the Pois-
son equation

$# = !4 %e!ni ! ne" ! 4%Q!!r" . !4"

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. !4" represents
the charge density distribution of a point-like grain located at
the position r. The point charge model gives reliable results
when the plasma Debye length is much larger than the grain
radius.

The system !1"–!4" constitutes in general a set of self-
consistent nonlinear equations, which can only be solved nu-
merically. However, for our purpose, which is to examine the
effect of plasma absorption on the electric potential behind
the grain in the ion flow, it is convenient to linearize the
problem assuming E=E0+E1, vi=u+v1, and ni!e"=n0

+ni1!e1", where E0 is the ambipolar electric field responsible
for the ion drift !in the unperturbed state, u=eE0 /mi"", E1 is
the electric field perturbation, v1 is the ion velocity perturba-
tion, and ni1!e1" is the perturbation of the ion !electron"
density.

III. RESULTS

Assuming that the plasma perturbations are proportional
to &exp!ikr" and using linear response technique we get for
the electric potential21

#1!r" =
4%Q

!2%"3 % exp!ikr"dk
'1!ku,k"

+
4%e

!2%"3 % exp!ikr"dk
'2!ku,k"

,

!5"

where

'1!ku,k" = k2 + kDe
2 + kDi

2 &1 !
ku!ku ! i""

k2vTi

2 '!1

, !6"

'2!ku,k" = i
k2vTi

2 !k2 + kD
2 " ! ku!ku ! i""!k2 + kDe

2 "

Ji!ku ! i""
. !7"

Here, kDi!e" is the inverse ion !electron" Debye radius and

kD=$kDe
2 +kDi

2 is the inverse linearized Debye radius. The
first term in Eq. !5" corresponds to the potential behind the
point-like nonabsorbing grain in the limit of high
collisionality.34 The second term arises due to the ion absorp-
tion on the grain.

Inserting expressions !6" and !7" into Eq. !5" the poten-
tial can be in principle calculated. In order to proceed with
analytical calculations let us consider the limit of very slow
drift k!u /!ivTi

. The applicability of the hydrodynamic ap-
proximation requires k"1/!i. In this regime, the expres-
sions for '1 and '2 can be simplified:

'1
!1 (

1

k2 + kD
2 + i

kDi
2

!k2 + kD
2 "2

ku"

k2vTi

2 , !8"

'2
!1 = !

Ji"

k2vTi

2 !k2 + kD
2 "

+ i
k2 + kDe

2

!k2 + kD
2 "2

Jiku"2

k4vTi

4 . !9"

From the point of view of integration over k in Eq. !5", it is
convenient to calculate the electric field E1=!!#1, rather
than the potential itself. After cumbersome but straightfor-
ward integrations, we get for the electric field downstream
from the grain the following expression:

E1 = !QkD
2 "

!1 + x"exp!! x"
x2

! )Q"ukDi
2

2kDvTi

2 *4 ! !x3 + 2x2 + 4x + 4"exp!! x"
x3

! ) eJi"

vTi

2 *1 ! !1 + x"exp!! x"
x2 ! ) eJiu"2

2vTi

4 kD
*)1 !

2kDe
2

kD
2 *

(
4 ! +!1 ! kDe

2 /kDi
2 "!1x3 + 2x2 + 4x + 4,exp!! x"

x3 , !10"

where x=rkD is the normalized distance from the grain. The
integration over k has been formally performed from zero to
infinity. In fact, the used approximate expressions for '1 and
'2 +Eqs. !8" and !9", are valid only between kmin=u /vTi

!i and
kmax=1/!i. However, if kmin"kD and kmax!kD, this does
not affect the result considerably since it can be shown that
the contribution to the integral from small and large ranges
of k are of minor importance.21

Let us briefly analyze the structure of the obtained Eq.
!10". The first term corresponds to the usual isotropic Debye-
Hückel potential, the second term represents the anisotropic
part of the electric field behind nonabsorbing grain, and the
third and fourth terms represent, respectively, the isotropic
and anisotropic part of the electric field associated with the
effect of absorption. The isotropic terms are of the same
!negative" sign !recall that Q)0". The first anisotropic term
changes sign from negative to positive at x(1.5. The second
anisotropic term !associated with plasm absorption" also
change the sign, but from positive to negative, and at some x,
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which is a function of the electron-to-ion temperature ratio.
Thus, absorption makes the electric field at large distances
more negative.

Let us consider some limiting cases and compare our
results with those known previously. From Eq. !10", we get
for the long-range asymptote of the electric potential in the
absence of absorption !1#!!Qu" /#pi

2 r2"!kDi /kD"4. Except
for the factor !kDi /kD"4, this expression is identical to that
obtained by Stenflo et al.25 for the potential behind a slowly
moving nonabsorbing test charge in collisional plasma. The
difference appears because Stenflo et al. considered only
electron screening. In the presence of absorption, the long-
range asymptote of the anisotropic part of the potential be-
comes !1#!!Qu" /#pi

2 r2"!kDi /kD"4$1+ !e /Q"!Ji" /#pi
2 "!1

!2kDe
2 /kD

2 "%. Thus, the effect of absorption decreases the am-
plitude of the anisotropic part of potential and, in principle,
can even change its sign. At large distances, however, the
dominant contribution comes from the isotropic part associ-
ated with absorption, !1#!!eJi" /#pi

2 r"!kDi /kD"2, i.e., ab-
sorption completely determines the long-range asymptote of
the potential.

From Eq. !10" we can also evaluate the ion-drag force,
i.e., Fi=QE1&x=0, associated with the plasma anisotropy in-
duced by the ion flow. Calculating the anisotropic part of the
electric field at x!0, we get

Fid = !1/6"Q2kDi
2 !!ikD"!1MT$1 + !e/Q"!Ji/kDivTi

"

$!!ikDi"!1!1 + kDe
2 /kD

2 "% . !11"

This expression is identical to that obtained recently by
Khrapak et al.21 The first term of the above expression rep-
resents the ion-drag force acting on the nonabsorbing grain
and coincides with the expression obtained by Ivlev et al.34

using more general kinetic approach in the limit of highly
collisional ions !!i"%D". The second term corresponds to
the effect of plasma absorption on the grain surface and it
gives negative contribution to the force since Q&0. Thus, in
the highly collisional regime, the ion-drag force decreases
due to the plasma absorption on the grain surface.21

For further analysis, it is convenient to introduce the
following normalized units: the dimensionless grain charge
z= &Q &e /aTe, the electron-to-ion temperature ratio '=Te /Ti,
the thermal Mach number for drifting ions MT=u /vTi

, nor-
malized ion mean-free path (=!i /%D, and the so-called scat-
tering parameter35,36 )=z'!a /%D". Furthermore, let us use a
well-known asymptotic expression for the ion flux on a in-
finitesimally small grain !a"%D" in the continuum limit
!!i"a", which can be written as17,20,37 Ji'4*az'n0!ivTi

.
From Eq. !10", we then get the following expression for the
normalized electric field !Ẽ1=eE1%D/Ti":

Ẽ1 = ! )
'

' + 1
1
x2 $1 + '!1!1 + x"exp!! x"%

+
)MT

2(

'

!' + 1"2

1
x3 $8 ! !x3 + 4x2 + 8x + 8"exp!! x"% .

!12"

The first term represents isotropic part of the electric field,

while the second term represents its anisotropic part.
It is evident from Eq. !12" that the normalized electric

field is proportional to the scattering parameter ) and de-
pends on three dimensionless parameters: ', MT, and (. We
have investigated these dependencies numerically, and re-
sults are shown in Figs. 1–4. First, we demonstrate that the
effect of absorption leads to the considerable changes in the
behavior of the electric field. Figure 1 represents an example
of the electric field distribution behind the grain along the
ion flow with and without effect of absorption taken into
account. As discussed above, the effect of absorption
changes the sign of the long-range electric field. In the con-
sidered regime, absorption allows the electric field to be
positive at intermediate distances, but the magnitude of the
field is considerably reduced compared to the case of nonab-
sorbing grain. However, in a wide range of plasma param-

FIG. 1. Spatial variation of the normalized electric field behind a spherical
grain in a highly collisional plasma with drifting ions for two cases: with
and without plasma absorption on the grain. The calculation is for z=1, '
=2, )=0.06, MT=0.06, and (=0.01.

FIG. 2. Spatial variation of the normalized electric field behind a spherical
absorbing grain in a highly collisional plasma with drifting ions for three
different normalized ion mean-free paths, (=!i /%D. Other complex plasma
parameters are z=1, '=10, )=0.3, MT=0.1 !for details see text".
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eters, absorption can make the electric field to be negative at
all distances, as demonstrated below. Figure 2 shows the de-
pendence Ẽ1!x" for three different values of the ion collision-
ality. It is clear that the electric field can acquire positive
value only in the highly collisional regime. The transition to
negative field at all distances occurs at !#0.006. Figure 3
shows the dependence Ẽ1!x" for three different values of the
ion drift velocity. The electric field can be locally positive for
relatively large drift velocities. In the case investigated, this
occurs for MT"0.2. Figure 4 represents the behavior of the
electric field for three different electron-to-ion temperature
ratios #. The electric field is locally positive for low values of
#. In the regime investigated the transition occurs at ##5.
Thus, the attraction between two like-charged absorbing

grains aligned along the ion flow is still possible, but requires
high ion collisionality, large drift velocities, and low
electron-to-ion temperature ratios.

IV. SUMMARY

The effect of plasma absorption on the electric field !po-
tential" behind a small spherical object immersed in a plasma
with flowing ions is studied in the limiting case of high col-
lisionality. It is demonstrated that the effect of absorption
influences both isotropic and anisotropic components of the
electric field. At large distances, absorption completely de-
termines the behavior of the electric field, and it decays as
$r!2. At moderate distances, the field is also considerably
modified as compared to a nonabsorbing object. With respect
to the interaction between a pair of grains aligned along the
ion flow, it is shown that both short- and long-range asymp-
totes are repulsive, but at moderate distances, attraction can
take place in certain parameter regimes. This result can be
important in understanding intergrain interactions in high
pressure weakly anisotropic complex plasmas.
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Effective charge of a small absorbing body in highly collisional plasma
subject to an external electric field

M. Chaudhuri,a! S. A. Khrapak, and G. E. Morfill
Max-Planck Institut für Extraterrestrische Physik, D-85741 Garching, Germany
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The total force which is the resultant of the electric, ion, and electron drag forces has been calculated
for a small absorbing spherical grain immersed in a highly collisional, weakly ionized plasma
subject to a weak external electric field. Linear dielectric response formalism has been used and both
ion and electron absorption on the grain have been taken into account. It is shown that the total force
is always directed along the direction of the electric force. The “effective” charge of the grain which
can be defined as the ratio of the total force to the strength of the electric field is calculated. It is
shown that its magnitude is comparable to the magnitude of the actual grain’s charge. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2724806$

“Complex” or “dusty” plasmas consist of ions, electrons,
highly charged micron sized dust grains and a neutral gas. In
complex plasma research one of the most fundamental issues
is to understand and analyze the forces that the charged
grains experience in different conditions. This is important
because relative magnitudes of different forces often deter-
mine the static and dynamic properties of the grain compo-
nent, shape and structure of the grain clouds, induce grain
flows, affect wave phenomena, etc.1–4

Very often complex plasmas are subjected to external
large-scale electric fields. The direct effect of the electric
field on the charged grains is to generate electric force, Fel
=QE, where Q is the grain charge and E is the electric field.
The indirect effect is the generation of ion and electron flows
and the corresponding ion and electron drag forces associ-
ated with the momentum transfer from drifting ions and elec-
trons to the charged grains.

The ion drag force often dominates over the electron
drag force because of large ion-to-electron mass ratio. This is
true for instance for the ambipolar diffusion regime in the
bulk isotropic plasma or when the grain is moving with re-
spect to stationary electron-ion background. However, in the
presence of external large-scale electric field and mobility
limited ion and electron drifts, electrons are drifting much
faster than ions, ue!ui, due to much higher electron mobil-
ity. Such a situation !which occurs for example in a positive
column of a dc discharge" was considered in an earlier work
by Khrapak and Morfill5 in the regime of collisionless ion
and electron trajectories in the vicinity of the grain and it was
shown that the electron drag force can dominate over the
electric and ion drag forces, provided the electron-to-ion
temperature ratio is not too large. The effect is especially
pronounced for most of the noble gases where electron mo-
bility has a maximum around Te%1 eV.

The focus of the present paper is on the analysis of the
electric force, ion and electron drag forces and the competi-
tion between them in the highly collisional plasma subject to
a weak electric field. Plasma absorption on the grain surface

whose importance has been discussed recently6,7 is taken into
account. The total force acting on a grain which is the sum of
electric, ion drag and electron drag forces is calculated and it
is found that it always acts in the direction of the electric
force. The total force is proportional to the electric field and
the proportionality constant represents the “effective” charge,
such as F=QeffE. The expression for the “effective” charge
is derived and it turns out that Qeff&Q, i.e., in the considered
regime both ion and electron drag forces are of minor impor-
tance as compared to the electric force.

We consider the following problem: A small negatively
charged spherical grain is placed in highly collisional,
weakly ionized quasineutral plasma with a constant electric
field E0. The grain is stationary and absorbs plasma on its
surface. Ion and electron temperatures are uniform but not
necessarily equal to each other. Ion and electron drift veloci-
ties are u"= ±eE0 /m"#" where #" is the !constant" collision
frequency with neutrals and m" is the mass of the corre-
sponding species !"= i ,e. #" The positive sign is for ions
which drift in the direction of the electric field, whereas the
negative sign is for electrons which drift in the opposite di-
rection. The electric field is sufficiently weak so that both
electron and ion drifts are subthermal MT"

= 'u"' /vT"
$1

where vT"
=(T" /m" is the thermal velocity and MT"

is the
thermal Mach number for the corresponding species. There
are no plasma sources or sinks except at the grain surface,
which is fully absorbing. In the highly collisional regime
!"%&D, where !" denotes the mean free path and &D is the
plasma screening length, both the ion and electron compo-
nents are mobility controlled and are suitably described by
the hydrodynamic equations. The corresponding continuity
and momentum equations are:

"!n"v"" = ! J"'!r" , !1"

!v" " "v" = q"!e/m""E ! !"n"/n""vT"

2 ! #"v", !2"

where n", v" are the density and velocity of the correspond-
ing species, Ji!e" denotes the ion !electron" fluxes that the
grain collects from the plasma and E is the electric field. Ina"Electronic mail: chaudhuri@mpe.mpg.de
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Eq. !2" qi= +1 and qe=!1. The above set of equations is
closed with the Poisson equation:

!" = !4 #e!ni ! ne" ! 4#Q$!r" . !3"

The test grain in our model is described as a point-like par-
ticle with charge Q located at the position r=0. Our next step
is to calculate the electric field E=E0+EP at the position of
the grain which will give us the total force acting on it. Here
EP is the polarization electric field induced in the flowing
plasma by the absorbing grain. !Note that the ratio #EP /E0#
can, in principle, be arbitrary." In doing so we will use the
procedure similar to that outlined in our earlier works.6,7

Specifically, we apply the linear dielectric response
formalism8,9 to calculate the self-consistent electrostatic po-
tential around the absorbing point-like grain from Eqs.
!1"–!3". Assuming the plasma perturbation to be proportional
to %exp!ikr" we get6

"P!r" =
4#Q

!2#"3 $ exp!ikr"dk
&1

+
4#e

!2#"3 %
'=i,e

$ exp!ikr"dk
&'

, !4"

where

&1 = k2&1 + %
'=i,e

'(p'

)'
(2), &' = iq'& &1)'

2

J'!ku' ! i*'") .

Here (p'=*4#n'e2 /m' is the plasma frequency of the cor-
responding species and )'

2 =k2vT'

2 !ku'!ku'! i*'". The first
term in Eq. !4" represents the potential of a nonabsorbing
point-like grain,8 while the second term represents the sum
of the contribution to the potential due to ion and electron
absorptions, respectively.6

From Eq. !4" we get the polarization part of the total
force experienced by the test grain using the relation FP= #
!Q!"P#r=0. This yields

FP = #!1$
0

+

k3dk$
!1

1

,d,&Q2 Im+&1
!1!,,k",

+ Qe %
'=i,e

Im+&'
!1!,,k",) , !5"

where ,=cos - and - is the angle between k and E0. In our
model we have considered the hydrodynamic approach both
for ions and electrons, the applicability of which requires the
condition k!'.1. We also consider the limit of small ion
and electron drift velocities, k!'/MT'

. In this regime the
imaginary parts of &1

!1 and &'
!1 can be written as

Im+&1
!1, -

,

k!k2 + kD
2 "2 %

'=i,e

q'kD'
2 MT'

!'
, !6"

Im+&'
!1, -

,J'MT'

k3!k2 + kD
2 "2!i!evT'

&!k2 + kD
2 ! kD'

2 "'!e

!i
(q'

+ !kD
2 ! kD'

2 "'MTe

MTi

(q') , !7"

where kD'
=0D'

!1 is the inverse Debye radii of the correspond-
ing species !0D'

=*T' /4#n'e2" and kD=*kDe

2 +kDi

2 is the in-
verse linearized Debye radius.

After substituting Eqs. !6" and !7" in Eq. !5" and using
the flux balance condition Ji=Je for a floating grain, we get
after integration

FP = !1/6"!Q2/kD" %
'=i,e

!q'kD'
2 /!'"MT'

+ !1/6"

1!Qe/kD" %
'=i,e

!J'MT'
/!'

2vT'
".!2 ! kD'

2 /kD
2 "

+ !!ivTi
/!evTe

"q'!kD'/kD"2/ . !8"

Careful investigation of Eq. !8" reveals that the first part
represents the sum of ion and electron drag forces for a non-
absorbing grain. In the considered limit of highly collisional
ions !!i.0D" the expression for the ion drag force acting on
a nonabsorbing grain coincides with the earlier expression
derived by Ivlev et al.8 using a more generalized kinetic
approach. The ion and electron drag forces experienced by a
nonabsorbing grain are directed along the drift velocity of
the corresponding species, i.e., they act in the opposite direc-
tions. The ratio of the absolute magnitudes of the ion-to-
electron drag forces on a nonabsorbing grain is !Te /Ti"2. This
implies that in one temperature plasmas !Te=Ti" they exactly
cancel each other. In highly nonthermal plasma !Te/Ti", the
ion drag force !directed opposite to the electric force" domi-
nates. The ratio of the ion drag force to the electric one is
!1/6"2 where 2=z3!a /0D" is the so-called scattering
parameter.10–12 Here z= #Q#e /aTe is the dimensionless charge,
3=Te /Ti is the electron-to-ion temperature ratio and a is the
grain radius.

The second sum in Eq. !8" is the contribution to the drag
forces due to ion and electron absorptions. Under most typi-
cal plasma conditions !e /!i010–100, vTe

/vTi
0102–103

and Te /Ti01–100 and thus we have !!i /!e"!vTi
/vTe

"
1!kDi /kD"2.1 and !!e /!i"!vTe

/vTi
"!kDe /kD"2/1 and we can

simplify the absorption parts of the ion and electron drag
forces, !Fi"abs-!1/6"!Qe /kD"!JiMTi

/!i
2vTi

"!1+kDe
2 /kD

2 " and
!Fe"abs= !1/6"!Qe /kD"!JeMTe

/!i!evTi
"!kDe /kD"2. The ratio of

ion-to-electron absorption forces, #Fi /Fe#abs1!Te /Ti"2. The
important point, however, is that for negatively charged
grains the effect of ion absorption reduces the absolute mag-
nitude of the total ion drag force whereas the effect of elec-
tron absorption increases the total electron drag force. Note
that neglecting electron absorption !Je=0" and electron drift
!ue=0" we get back the expression for the ion drag force
identical to that in earlier work by Khrapak et al.6

Since the absorption terms are dependent on the ion and
electron fluxes to the grain surface, for further analysis it is
essential to use correct expressions for these fluxes. We use
simple analytical asymptotic expressions for the charging
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fluxes in the continuum regime !!!"a" for infinitesimally
small grain !a"#D".13–15 In the present notation the expres-
sion for the plasma fluxes to a floating grain are Je=Ji
#4$az%n0!ivTi

where n0 is the unperturbed plasma density.
In this regime the expression for the total drag force is

FP = ! !1/6"Q2kDe

2 $MTi
!!ikD"!1!kDi/kD"2 + MTe

!!ekD"!1!1

+ kDi
2 /kD

2 "% = !1/6"!QE"!&/%" !9"

i.e., both ion and electron drag forces are directed in the
same direction !opposite to the electric field". This is associ-
ated with the fact that the ion absorption changes the direc-
tion of the ion drag force in highly collisional plasmas,6

whilst electron absorption increases the magnitude of the
electron drag force. The absolute ratio of total ion-to-electron
drag force is, &Fi /Fe&'!Te /Ti".

In the formalism used we cannot consistently take into
account the mechanical momentum transfer from the ions
and electrons when they hit the grain. However, this effect
seems to be of minor importance. To demonstrate this, let us
make an estimate of the forces associated with the “drift
momentum” transfer from ions and electrons absorbed by the
grain. This force is roughly (J0mi!e"ui!e" for ions !electrons".
Comparing these contributions with the first and second term
of Eq. !9" we see that they are smaller than the corresponding
drag forces by a factor of (!% /&"!!i /#D"2 for ions and
(!%2 /&"!vTi

/vTe
"!!i /#D"!!e /#D" for electrons. Thus, in

highly collisional plasma it is reasonable to neglect the above
mentioned effect.

The total force acting on the grain is F=Fi+Fe+Fel
=QeffE. The grain effective charge in the considered param-
eter regime can be written as:

Qeff/Q = 1 + !1/6"!&/%" . !10"

The application of the linear theory requires &'1.8 Thus, we
have Qeff'Q. This implies that both the ion and electron
drag forces acting on an absorbing grain are small compared

to the electric force in the considered regime.
To summarize, in this work the effect of weak electric

field on a small absorbing grain immersed in a highly colli-
sional plasmas has been investigated. It is shown that the
total force acting on a grain which is the sum of electric, ion
drag and electron drag forces always acts in the direction of
the electric force. The total force can be presented as a prod-
uct of effective charge and electric field. The effective charge
has been calculated and has been shown to be close to the
actual one. Thus, in the parameter regime investigated, the
drag forces are of minor importance compared to the electric
force.

S. A. K. was supported by DLR under Grant No.
50WP0203.
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Ion drag force on a small grain in highly collisional weakly anisotropic
plasma: Effect of plasma production and loss mechanisms

M. Chaudhuri,a! S. A. Khrapak, and G. E. Morfill
Max-Planck-Institut für Extraterrestrische Physik, D-85741 Garching, Germany
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The ion drag force acting on a small absorbing grain has been calculated in highly collisional plasma
with slowly drifting ions taking into account plasma production and loss processes in the vicinity of
the grain. It is shown that the strength of the plasma production and loss mechanisms not only
affects the magnitude of the ion drag force, but also determines the direction of the force. The
parameter regimes for the “positive” and “negative” ion drag forces have been identified. In
addition, the qualitative features of the electric potential distribution around the grain in isotropic
conditions !in the absence of the ion drift" are investigated. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.2917906$

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex !dusty" plasma is an overall charge neutral as-
sembly of ions, electrons, highly charged microparticles
!grains", and neutral gas. The microparticles are large enough
to be visualized individually which allow experimental in-
vestigations with high temporal and spatial resolution !in
terms of the appropriate plasma frequency and particle sepa-
ration". Hence, complex plasma is used as a valuable model
system to investigate various phenomena !e.g., phase transi-
tions, self-organizations, waves, transport, etc." at the most
detailed kinetic level.1–7 Apart from importance in funda-
mental studies, dusty plasmas also play a very important role
in connection to astrophysical plasmas,8 planetary rings,9

technological plasma applications,3,10 fusion devices,11–13

etc.
The interaction and momentum transfer between differ-

ent plasma components and charged grains play an excep-
tionally important role in complex plasmas.14 In this work
we focus on the ion drag force which is caused by the mo-
mentum transfer between flowing ions and a negatively
charged grain. This force appears to be quite important in
describing a number of interesting phenomena in complex
plasma, e.g., void formation in the central region of an rf
discharge under microgravity condition,15–19 rotation of the
dust structures in the presence of the magnetic field,20,21 lo-
cation and configuration of the dust structures in laboratory
experiments,22–24 properties of low-frequency waves,25–27

etc. Not surprisingly, the ion drag force has been the subject
of extensive investigation over the last years. This includes
analytical theories,23,28–34 numerical simulations,35–38 and
experiments.39–44

It should be noted that despite its high importance in
complex plasmas, a complete self-consistent model of the
ion drag force, describing all cases of interest, has not yet
been constructed. Rather, there exists several approaches,
which can be employed under certain well defined
conditions.2,4,31,45 Let us briefly outline these approaches.

The traditional way to derive the ion-drag force is the “bi-
nary collision !BC" formalism,” which is based on the solu-
tion of the mechanical problem of the ion motion in the
electric field around the charged particle. Analyzing ion tra-
jectories one can obtain the velocity-dependent momentum-
transfer cross section !!v", integration of which with appro-
priate velocity distribution function of the ions gives the ion-
drag force. In deriving !!v" an isotropic attractive Debye–
Hückel !Yukawa" interaction potential between the ions
and the grain is typically assumed. An important quantity
characterizing momentum transfer in the Yukawa potential
is the so-called scattering parameter, "=Rc /#, where Rc
= %Q%e /miv2 is the Coulomb radius at which the ion-grain
electrostatic interaction energy is of the order of the ion ki-
netic energy, # is the effective plasma screening length, Q is
the grain charge, and mi is the ion mass. For a small !point-
like" grain the normalized momentum transfer cross section,
!!v" /#2, depends only on ".30 Thus, " is a unique parameter
which describes scattering for the Debye–Hückel !Yukawa"
central potential. The value of " characterizes the strength of
the ion-grain coupling and determines how the momentum
transfer occurs. For weak coupling !"$1", the length scale
of strong !nonlinear" interaction and scattering at large
angles !&Rc" is much shorter than the screening length #. In
this regime the conventional Coulomb scattering theory
!small-angle scattering approximation" is applicable. An ex-
tension of the Coulomb scattering theory to the regime of
moderate coupling !"&1" has been proposed in Ref. 29. In
this case the interaction range can be comparable or even
exceeds the screening length which requires a proper choice
of the upper cutoff impact parameter and basically leads to a
modification of the Coulomb logarithm. This model predicts
larger values of the ion drag force than the standard Coulomb
scattering theory and it has been shown to agree reasonably
well with experimental results at low and moderate neutral
gas pressures,43 as well as with PIC simulation.38 In the case
of strong coupling !"%1" the interaction range considerably
exceeds the screening length and most of the contribution to
the momentum transfer is from scattering at large angles. In
this regime the traditional Coulomb scattering theory is nota"Electronic mail: chaudhuri@mpe.mpg.de.
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applicable at all. An importance of ion scattering at large
angles was demonstrated in Ref. 46 where three-dimensional
molecular dynamics simulation method has been used to
study plasma kinetics around a dust grain in an ion flow. This
work was, however, focused on electric potential distribution
around the grain rather than on the ion drag force. A model
describing the ion drag force in this strong coupling regime
has been developed in Refs. 30 and 31 assuming subthermal
ion drifts. This model has been further extended to arbitrary
ion drift velocities in Ref. 44. The experimental results have
been shown to agree reasonably well with this analytical
approach.44 Thus, within the BC formalism one can describe
the momentum transfer for any given degree of ion-grain
coupling. Overall, there is a reasonable quantitative agree-
ment between theory and experiments in collisionless and
weakly collisional plasma. However, since this approach
considers only ballistic ion trajectories, the effect of ion-
neutral collisions, which is often important in complex plas-
mas cannot be consistently accounted for.

An alternative way to calculate the ion drag force is
based on the so-called “linear dielectric response !LR" for-
malism.” Unlike the BC approach, instead of calculating
single ion trajectories and then the momentum transfer cross
section, one can solve the Poisson equation coupled to the
kinetic !or hydrodynamic" equations for the ions and elec-
trons and obtain the self-consistent electrostatic potential dis-
tribution around the grain. Then the product of the polariza-
tion component of the electric field induced by the ion flow
at the position of the grain and grain charge gives the ion
drag force on the grain.32,33,45,47 As long as LR formalism is
concerned, the whole problem is basically reduced to the
calculation of the proper plasma response function !permit-
tivity". This approach consistently accounts for ion-neutral
collisions, potential anisotropy caused by the ion flow, and
allows us to calculate the ion velocity distribution function
self-consistently, but it is applicable only in the regime of
weak ion-grain coupling, !"1, since linearization is used.

The following predictions about the behavior of the ion
drag force in collisional plasmas have been made. The ion
drag force acting on a nonabsorbing grain increases with the
ion collisionality due to ion focusing behind the grain.32 This
effect is related to the local increase in the ion density down-
stream from the grain which induces an additional electric
field and increases a total !drag" force acting on a negatively
charged grain. However, continuous plasma absorption on
the grain surface plays a significant role in this regime. Ion
absorption causes a rarefaction of the ion density down-
stream from the grain. This effect reduces the ion drag force.
In certain parameter regimes ion rarefication can dominate
over ion focusing and the ion drag force reverses direction.47

Sign reversal of the ion drag force acting on an absorbing
grain in collisional plasmas has been also observed in nu-
merical simulations.35,36 A simple model considering an ab-
sorbing sphere in highly collisional plasma under the as-
sumption of central Coulomb-type interaction potential
between the ions and the sphere also predicts negative ion
drag force.48 One of the interesting consequences of the ion
drag force sign reversal—a possibility of free undamped su-
perfluidlike motion of the grain component and superconduc-

tive grain current—has been recently discussed by
Vladimirov et al.49

A physical process that has been neglected in previous
considerations is related to plasma production and loss
mechanisms. An assumption of the absence of plasma
sources and sinks in the vicinity of the grain !except at the
grain surface", which physically corresponds to the situation
when the characteristic ionization/recombination length is
considerably larger than the length scale of plasma perturba-
tion by the grain, has been usually used. At the same time,
even when plasma losses on the grain component due to
absorption are unimportant !e.g., individual grain" other loss
mechanisms such as three body volume recombination
and/or ambipolar diffusion towards discharge walls and elec-
trodes are still present.50 Hence, in a realistic plasma envi-
ronment, some plasma production and loss are inevitably
present. Since these processes were neglected in previous
theoretical considerations, it is interesting to investigate their
effect on the ion drag force acting on the grain.

In this paper we assume that electron impact ionization
is responsible for the plasma production while plasma loss is
either due to volume recombination or due to ambipolar dif-
fusion to the discharge walls and electrodes. Expressions for
the ion drag force acting on a small absorbing grain in a
highly collisional regime are obtained for these two cases. It
is shown that not only the magnitude of the ion drag force,
but also its direction depend on the plasma loss mechanisms
and relative strength of plasma production. In addition, we
briefly discuss the peculiarities of the electrostatic potential
distribution around the grain in isotropic plasma for the two
considered plasma loss mechanisms.

II. MODEL

We consider a small stationary negatively charged
spherical grain in a highly collisional, weakly ionized
quasineutral plasma with a constant weak ambipolar electric
field. The electric field E0 generates ion flow with subther-
mal drift velocity u=eE0 /mi#, where # is the !constant" ion-
neutral collision frequency. The electrons form a quasista-
tionary background. Plasma sources and sinks are present in
the vicinity of the grain which itself also acts as a sink due to
plasma absorption on its surface. In the highly collisional
regime, !i"$D, where !i denotes the ion mean free path and
$D is the linearized Debye radius, the ion component can be
suitably described by the continuity and momentum equa-
tions in the hydrodynamic approximation,

!!nivi" = QI ! QL ! Ji%!r" , !1"

!vi ! "vi = !e/mi"E ! !!ni/ni"vTi

2 ! #vi. !2"

The electron density closely follows the Boltzmann re-
lation even in the presence of plasma production/loss as re-
cent numerical simulation indicates,51

ne # n0 exp!e&/Te" . !3"

Here ni!e" is the ion !electron" density, vi is the ion velocity, Ji

is the ion flux to the grain surface, vTi
=$Ti /mi is the ion

thermal velocity, n0 is the unperturbed plasma density !far
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from the grain!, Ti"e! is the ion "electron! temperature. In the
continuity equation QI and QL represent plasma production
and loss terms, respectively. In our model we consider elec-
tron impact ionization as the only mechanism responsible for
plasma production, i.e., QI=!Ine, where !I is the ionization
frequency; plasma loss is either due to electron-ion volume
recombination, QL=!Rneni, or due to ambipolar diffusion to-
wards the discharge chamber walls or electrodes, QL="Lni.
Here !R is the recombination coefficient and "L is the char-
acteristic frequency of "ambipolar! plasma losses. In the
unperturbed plasma, the above coefficients are related as
!I=!Rn0 or !I="L. The first loss mechanism is relevant to
high pressure plasmas, while the second mechanism can op-
erate in low and moderate-pressure gas discharges.50 Note
that the assumption of mobility-limited subthermal ion drift
requires that the ion-neutral collision frequency is much
higher than the ionization frequency, !#!I.

The above set of equations is closed with the Poisson
equation

$% = !4 &e"ni ! ne! ! 4&Q'"r! , "4!

where the second term in the right-hand side represents the
charge density distribution of a pointlike grain "a()D! of
charge Q located at the position r. Here a is the grain radius.

The above set of Eqs. "1!–"4! is linearized assuming E
=E0+E1, vi=u+v1, and ni"e!=n0+ni1"e1!, where E1=!!% is
the electric field perturbation, v1 is the ion velocity perturba-
tion, and ni1"e1! is the perturbation of the ion "electron! den-
sity. Assuming that the plasma perturbations are proportional
to *exp"ikr! and using linear response technique we get an
expression for the electric potential,47,52,53

%"r! = "Q/2&2! # +1"ku,k!exp"ikr!dk

+ "e/2&2! # +2"ku,k!exp"ikr!dk , "5!

where +1 is the component of the plasma response associated
with the presence of a nonabsorbing pointlike charged grain
and +2 is the component associated with plasma absorption
on the grain. In order to calculate ion drag force experienced
by the grain we use the relation Fi=!$Q!%$r=0. Then from
Eq. "5! we get

Fi = &!1#
0

,

k3dk#
!1

1

-d-%Q2 Im&+1"-,k!'

+ Qe Im&+2"-,k!'( , "6!

where -=cos . and . is the angle between k and E0. In the
following section we present the results for two different
plasma loss mechanisms.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Plasma loss due to electron-ion volume
recombination

In this case the plasma response functions +1 and +2 are

+1"ku,k! =
k2vTi

2 ! "ku ! i!I!"ku ! i!!

k2vTi

2 "k2 + kD
2 ! ! "ku ! i!I!"ku ! i!!"k2 + kDe

2 !
,

"7!

+2"ku,k! = !
iJi"ku ! i!!

k2vTi

2 "k2 + kD
2 ! ! "ku ! i!I!"ku ! i!!"k2 + kDe

2 !
,

"8!

where kDi"e!
=)Di"e!

!1 is the inverse Debye radius of the ions

"electrons!, )Di"e!
=)Ti"e! /4&n0e2, and kD=)kDe

2 +kDi

2 is the

inverse linearized Debye radius.
At first we consider isotropic plasma condition. In this

case we put ku=0 in Eqs. "7! and "8! to obtain

+1 =
k2vTi

2 + !I!

k2vTi

2 "k2 + kD
2 ! + !I!"k2 + kDe

2 !

and

+2 = !
Ji!

k2vTi

2 "k2 + kD
2 ! + !I!"k2 + kDe

2 !
.

Inserting the above expressions into Eq. "5! we obtain the
potential distribution around the grain,

%1 = "Q+/r!exp"! rk+! + "Q!/r!exp"! rk!! , "9!

where

k/
2 =

1
2
*kD

2 +
!I

Di
+ /

1
2
)*kD

2 +
!I

Di
+2

!
4!IkDe

2

Di
"10!

and

Q/ = 0
Q&k0

2 ! kD
2 ! "eJi/QDi!'

k+
2 ! k!

2 . "11!

Here Di,!ivTi
=!i

2! is the ion diffusion coefficient.
In this case the potential is screened exponentially but

unlike the Debye–Hückel theory, it is described by the super-
position of the two exponentials with different inverse
screening lengths k+ and k!. Both these screening lengths
depend on the strength of plasma production. The effective
charges Q+ and Q! also depend on plasma production
strength as well as on the ion flux collected by the grain. The
long-range asymptote of the potential is determined by the
smaller screening constant k! with effective charge Q!. The
obtained expressions are similar to those derived recently by
Filippov et al.54 The only difference is associated with the
fact that electron absorption on the grain was retained in Ref.
54 while we have neglected this effect for simplicity. The
difference is however small: if in the expressions for screen-
ing lengths and effective charges of Ref. 54 we substitute
"De!Di! /DeDi by 1 /Di and neglect kDi

2 "!I /De! in compari-
son to kDe

2 "!I /Di!, then they reduce to our Eqs. "10! and "11!.
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Both simplifications are quite reasonable since De!Di and
"e!"i, where "i!e" is the ion !electron" mobility.

Now let us analyze Eqs. !9"–!11" considering some lim-
iting cases. At first we neglect plasma production and loss in
the vicinity of the grain. We put #I=0 in the above equations
and obtain k+=kD, k!=0, Q+=Q+ !eJi /DikD

2 " and Q!
=!!eJi /DikD

2 ". The resulting expression for the potential is
$1= !Q /r"exp!!rkD"! !e /r"!Ji# /vTi

2 kD
2 "#1!exp!!rkD"$ which

coincides with that obtained in Ref. 47. The first term is the
usual Debye–Hückel potential while the second term is due
to the effect of ion absorption on the grain surface. The far
asymptote of the potential is completely determined by ab-
sorption and is of the Coulomb-type with effective charge
!eJi# /vTi

2 kD
2 ". This result is known from probe theory55,56 and

was recently reproduced in the context of highly collisional
complex plasma in Refs. 57 and 58.

Next, we account for plasma production and losses in the
vicinity of the grain. Then, depending on the strength of
plasma production two limiting cases can be considered: low
and high ionization rate. In the limit of low ionization rate,
#I /Di%kD

2 , we obtain k+%kD, k!%kDe!!ikD"!1&#I /#,
Q+%Q+ !eJi /DikD

2 ", and Q!%!!eJi /DikD
2 ". The potential is

screened completely. The screening is dominated by
ionization/recombination effects and the screening length
&De!!ikD"&# /#I is considerably larger than the electron De-
bye radius since !!ikD"!&#I /# in the considered regime. For
distances &D%r%&De!!ikD"&# /#I the potential behaves as
Coulomb-type with the effective charge Q!%!!eJi /DikD

2 ",
i.e., we recover the result of the previous !no ionization/
recombination" limit. Thus the distance &De!!ikD"&# /#I de-
termines the length scale below which plasma production is
not important and sets up the upper limit of applicability of
the results obtained within the assumption of no ionization/
recombination processes in the vicinity of the grain !see, e.g.,
Refs. 47 and 59".

In the opposite case of high ionization rate, #I /Di!kD
2 ,

we obtain k+%&#I /Di, k!%kDe, Q+%Q!kDi
2 Di /#I"+ !eJi /#I",

and Q!%Q! !eJi /#I". The potential is again screened com-
pletely. The screening length is given by the electron Debye
radius &De and is independent of the ionization rate #I.
The effective charge Q!%Q!eJi /#I is somewhat larger in
the absolute magnitude than the actual charge. To estimate
quantitatively the contribution of absorption to effective
charge an expression for the ion flux Ji is required. We use
the asymptotic expression for the ion flux on the infinitesi-
mally small particle !a /&D!0" in the continuum limit
!!i /a!0",55,56,58

Ji % 4'!'Q'e/Ti"n0!ivTi. !12"

Although this expression has been derived neglecting plasma
production and losses in the vicinity of a pointlike grain,
numerical simulations of Ref. 57 indicate that these effects
do not contribute substantially to the collected ion flux,
provided the ionization rate is not too high and the grain size
is not too large !a(&D". Then Eq. !12" yields Q!%Q
#1+kDi

2 Di /#I$%Q since kD
2 Di /#I%1 in the limit of high ion-

ization rate. Note that for low ionization rate we get
Q!%Q!kDi /kD"2=Q!1+Ti /Te"!1, i.e., Q!=Q /2 for one-

temperature plasma !Te=Ti" and Q!%Q for two-temperature
plasma with Te!Ti.

Next we calculate the ion drag force assuming vanish-
ingly slow ion drift and taking into account that applicability
of the hydrodynamic approximation requires k!i%1. In this
regime the expressions for Im()1) and Im()2) can be simpli-
fied,

Im()1) %
k2kDi

2 vTi

2 !# + #I"ku

#k4vTi

2 + k2!kD
2 vTi

2 + ##I" + ##IkDe
2 $2 , !13"

Im()2) %
Ji#

2!k2 + kDe
2 "ku

#k4vTi

2 + k2!kD
2 vTi

2 + ##I" + ##IkDe
2 $2 . !14"

Substituting Eqs. !13" and !14" in Eq. !6" and then perform-
ing integrations we get an expression for the ion drag force,

Fi %
1
6

Q2kDi
2 MTi

!!ikD"!1* kD*1
2

*2
3 +

+,1 + *#I

#
+ + * e

Q
+* Ji

DikDi
2 +*1 +

kDe
2

*1
2 +- , !15"

where *1
2=kD

2 +3kDe
&#I /Di+ !#I /Di", *2

2=kD
2 +2kDe

&#I /Di
+ !#I /Di" and MTi

=u /vTi
is the ion-thermal Mach number.

The first two terms in the above expression correspond
to the force acting on a nonabsorbing grain in the presence of
ionization and recombination around the grain. The third
term represents contribution to the drag force due to ion ab-
sorption on the grain. For the negatively charged grain, ion
absorption reduces the magnitude of the ion drag force, since
Q,0. It is clear that the effect of ionization and recombina-
tion in the vicinity of the grain modifies the amplitude of
both terms. In the absence of ionization !#I=0" we get *1
=*2=kD and Fi= !1 /6"Q2kDi

2 MTi
!!ikD"!1#1+ !e /Q"!Ji /DikDi

2 "
+!1+kDe

2 /kD
2"$ which is identical to that obtained by

Khrapak et al.47 In the case of nonabsorbing grain we sub-
stitute Ji=0 in Eq. !15" and obtain

Fi % !1/6"Q2kDi
2 MTi

!1 + #I/#"!kD/*2"!*1
2/*2

2"!!ikD"!1. !16"

Thus, the ion drag force acting on a nonabsorbing grain is
always positive, i.e., it is directed along the direction of the
ion drift. For #I=0, we have Fi%!1 /6"Q2kDi

2 MTi
!!ikD"!1,

which in the highly collisional limit coincides with the ear-
lier expression obtained using a more general kinetic ap-
proach and neglecting absorption.32 The presence of ioniza-
tion and recombination in the vicinity of a nonabsorbing
grain modifies the magnitude of the ion drag force by a fac-
tor .!1+#I /#"!kD*1

2 /*2
3". In the limit of low ionization rate

this factor is .#1! !#I /2DikD
2 "$/1 and in the opposite limit

of high ionization rate it is .&DikD
2 /#I!1+#I /#". Thus, for

low ionization rate, ionization/recombination processes only
slightly reduce the magnitude of the ion drag force, but in the
opposite limit of high ionization rate the force is consider-
ably reduced since DikD

2 /#I%1 in this case.
For further analysis we rewrite Eq. !15" introducing

three dimensionless parameters: -=#I /#, the ratio of ioniza-
tion and ion-neutral collision frequencies, .=Te /Ti, the
electron-to-ion temperature ratio and /i=&Di /!i, the inverse
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normalized ion mean free path, and use Eq. !12" for the ion
flux collected by the grain. Then the expression for the ion
drag force is

Fi = 1
6Q2kDi

2 MTi
!!ikD"!1F1!!,",#i" , !17"

where the dimensionless function F1 is

F1!!,",#i" =
!" + 1"1/2#"!2#i

2 + 3#i!$!" + !!" + 1" ! 1%
!"!#i

2 + 2#i
$!" + " + 1"3/2 .

!18"

The most interesting point is that the numerator of F1 can
change sign which indicates reversal of the direction of the

ion drag force. In the absence of ionization and recombina-
tion F1=!!"+1"!1 and the ion drag force is negative, i.e., it
is directed oppositely to the ion drift. The same is true for
low ionization rate. When ionization rate increases the nu-
merator in Eq. !18" changes sign and the ion drag force re-
verses its direction. The value of ! for which this reversal
occurs is plotted as a function of #i in Fig. 1 for three differ-
ent values of ". Note that for large #i the transition from
negative to positive values of the ion drag force can be well
described by !&1 /#i

$". Thus, in a plasma with sufficiently
developed ionization the ion drag force is always directed
along the ion motion.

B. Case 2: Plasma loss due to ambipolar diffusion

In this case the plasma response functions are

$1!ku,k" =
k2vTi

2 ! !ku ! i%I"!ku ! i%"

k2vTi

2 !k2 + kD
2 " ! k2!ku ! i%I"!ku ! i%" ! kDe

2 ku!ku ! i%"
, !19"

$2!ku,k" =
iJi!ku ! i%"

k2vTi

2 !k2 + kD
2 " ! k2!ku ! i%I"!ku ! i%" ! kDe

2 ku!ku ! i%"
. !20"

For isotropic plasma we substitute ku=0 in the above ex-
pressions to obtain

$1 =
k2vTi

2 + %I%

k2vTi

2 !k2 + kD
2 " + k2%I%

and

$2 = !
Ji%

k2vTi

2 !k2 + kD
2 " + k2%I%

.

The potential around the grain is

&1 = !Q1/r"exp!! keffr" + Q2/r , !21"

where Q1 and Q2 are the effective charges, Q1=Q
'1! #%I! !e /Q"Ji /Dikeff

2 %( and Q2=Q!Q1= !Q%I!eJi" /Dikeff
2 .

The inverse effective screening length is keff
2 =kD

2 +%I /Di.
Thus, in the case of plasma loss due to ambipolar diffusion
the potential is not completely screened, but has a Coulomb-
type long-range asymptote. The effective charge Q2 depends
both on the strength of ionization %I and the ion flux Ji col-
lected by the grain. In the absence of ionization and ambipo-
lar loss processes in the vicinity of the grain we obtain
keff=kD, Q1=Q+ !eJi /DikD

2 ", and Q2=!!eJi /DikD
2 ", which is

identical to that obtained recently in Ref. 47 as well as in the
previous subsection.

In the presence of ionization and ambipolar loss pro-
cesses we consider two limiting cases as before: low and
high ionization rate. In the limit of low ionization rate,
%I /Di'kD

2 , we obtain keff)kD, Q1)Q+ !eJi /DikD
2 ", and

Q2)!Q%I!eJi" /DikD
2 . Using Eq. !12" for the ion flux col-

lected by the grain we get Q2)!eJi /DikD
2 =Q!kDi

2 /kD
2 "

=Q!1+Ti /Te"!1, i.e., plasma production and ambipolar loss
are not important in this regime.

In the opposite limit of high ionization rate %I /Di(kD
2

we obtain keff
2 )%I /Di, Q1)!eJi /%I", and Q2)Q! !eJi /%I".

In this case the screening length is completely determined by
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FIG. 1. Variation of transitional normalized ionization frequency, !=%I /%
with normalized inverse ion mean free path, #i=)Di /!i for three different
electron-to-ion temperature ratios, "=1, 10, and 100. In this case the plasma
production is due to electron impact ionization and plasma loss is due to
electron-ion volume recombination. Curves correspond to transition be-
tween positive and negative values of the ion drag force. With a reasonable
accuracy !&1 /#i

$".
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ionization and loss processes through the ionization rate !I.
Using the asymptotic expression for the ion flux Eq. !12", the
effective charge that governs the long-range asymptote of the
potential is Q2#Q$1+ !kDi

2 Di /!I"%#Q. The charge is there-
fore almost unscreened in this case.

Next, we calculate the ion drag force acting on the dust
grain. Again considering very slow ion drift we can approxi-
mate the imaginary parts of the expressions for "1 and "2 as

Im!"1" #
$k2kDi

2 vTi

2 !! + !I" ! !I!
2kDe

2 %ku

k4vTi

4 !k2 + keff
2 "2 , !22"

Im!"2" #
Ji!i

2!k2 + kDe
2 "ku

k4vTi

4 !k2 + keff
2 "2 . !23"

After substituting Eqs. !22" and !23" in Eq. !6" we obtain ion
drag force,

Fi #
1
6

Q2kDi
2 MTi

!!ikD"!1& kD

keff
'3(&1 +

!I

!
'& keff

kD
'2

! & !I

DikD
2 '& kDe

kDi
'2

+ & e

Q
'& Ji

DikD
2 '& keff

2 + kDe
2

kDi
2 ') . !24"

At first we consider the situation without ionization,
!I=0. In this limit we get the same expression as obtained in
Ref. 47 as expected. For a nonabsorbing grain !Ji=0" the ion
drag force is

Fi = !1/6"Q2kDi
2 MTi

!kD/keff"!!ikD"!1

#$1 + !I/! ! !Ti/Te"!1 + kD
2 Di/!I"!1% .

The force is always positive since Te$Ti. Further if we ne-
glect ionization !!I=0", then we recover the expression from
Ref. 32. The presence of ionization and ambipolar plasma
loss processes modify the ion drag force experienced by a
nonabsorbing grain by a factor *!kD /keff"$1+!I /!! !Ti /Te"
#!1+kD

2 Di /!I"!1%. In the limit of low ionization rate !I /Di
%kD

2 this factor becomes *$1! !!I /2DikD
2 "%#1, i.e., the

force is only slightly reduced. In the opposite limit of high
ionization rate the factor is *kD

+Di /!I!1!!I /!!Ti /Te", i.e.,
the force is considerably reduced.

We can further simplify Eq. !24" by using the asymptotic
expression for the ion flux in the continuum limit $Eq. !12"%
as well as three dimensionless parameters !& ,'i ,(" intro-
duced above. The result is

Fi = 1
6Q2kDi

2 MTi
!!ikD"!1F2!(,&,'i" , !25"

where

F2!(,&,'i" =
$!('i

2 + 1"!(& ! 1" + (%!& + 1"1/2

!(&'i
2 + & + 1"3/2 . !26"

In the absence of ionization and ambipolar loss !(=0" we
obtain F1=!!&+1"!1 and the ion drag force is negative.47 For
sufficiently low ionization strength the ion drag force re-
mains negative as well. The transition from negative-to-
positive ion drag forces occur when (#1 /&, as can be seen
in Fig. 2. Unlike the previous case where the transitional
value of ) depends on both 'i and &; now it depends only on

&. Thus, for both considered mechanisms of plasma loss the
ion drag force becomes positive, i.e., directed along the ion
drift provided the ionization strength is high enough.

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have analytically investigated the ef-
fect of plasma production and losses on the ion drag force
acting on a small grain in highly collisional plasma with
slowly drifting ions. In our model the plasma production is
due to electron impact ionization, whereas the loss processes
can be either due to electron-ion volume recombination or
due to ambipolar diffusion towards discharge walls and elec-
trodes. We have demonstrated that the ion drag force is
strongly influenced by the plasma production and loss pro-
cesses in the vicinity of the grain. For a nonabsorbing grain
the ion drag force is positive, i.e., it acts along the direction
of the ion drift independently of the loss mechanisms that
have been investigated. The magnitude of the ion drag force
is practically unaffected by plasma production when ioniza-
tion rate is weak !I /kD

2 Di*1. When ionization rate is strong,
!I /kD

2 Di+1 the force is strongly reduced. The ion drag force
acting on the absorbing grain is negative when ionization
rate is low. However, when ionization rate increases, the
force reverses its direction. For sufficiently high ionization
rate the ion drag force is positive independently of the
plasma loss mechanism. The parameter regimes for the posi-
tive and negative ion drag forces have been identified for
both plasma loss mechanisms considered.

We have also briefly discussed peculiarities of the elec-
tric potential distribution in isotropic plasma with ionization
and loss processes. It is shown that the conventional Debye–
Hückel !Yukawa" potential distribution around the grain op-
erates only in the absence of ionization and absorption pro-
cesses. For volume recombination mechanism the potential
consists of two exponential terms and the long-range poten-
tial is of the Debye–Hückel-type. On the other hand, for
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FIG. 2. Variation of transitional normalized ionization frequency, (=!I /!
with normalized inverse ion mean free path, 'i=,Di /!i for three different
electron-to-ion temperature ratios, &=1, 10, and 100. In this case the plasma
production is due to electron impact ionization and plasma loss is due to
ambipolar diffusion to the discharge walls and electrodes. Curves corre-
spond to transition between positive and negative values of the ion drag
force. With a good accuracy (,1 /&.
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ambipolar diffusion loss mechanism the long-range potential
is of the Coulomb-type. The effective charge turns out to be
of the order of the actual one.
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Motion of a small charged absorbing body (micrograin) immersed in a stationary weakly ionized high
pressure plasma environment is considered. It is shown that the total frictional (drag) force acting on the
grain can be directed along its motion, causing the grain acceleration. At some velocity, the forces
associated with different plasma components can balance each other, allowing free undamped superfluid
motion of the grain. The conditions when such behavior can be realized and the possibility of a
superconductive grain current are discussed in the context of complex (dusty) plasmas.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.055002 PACS numbers: 52.27.Lw

In quantum fluids, the phenomenon of superfluidity is
related to the condition of excitation of collective pertur-
bations in the flow [1]. At zero temperatures, essentially
any phononlike spectrum satisfies the condition of no
excitation if the velocity of the flow does not exceed a
certain threshold. At small but finite temperatures, the
existing excitations can cause friction while the condition
of no new excitations still supports the superfluid compo-
nent. The corresponding theory is an essentially quantum
one, dealing with quantum elementary excitations [1]. A
fully analogous phenomenon can hardly exist in classical
fluids.

Can, however, a superfluidlike behavior appear in a
classical open plasma system when studying the motion
of macroscopic-size (as compared to the sizes of electrons
and atoms) grains absorbing plasma? Note that the inter-
action between a body (e.g., a dust particle) and a sur-
rounding plasma is itself a fundamental physical problem
with many applications ranging from astrophysical topics
[2,3] and technological plasma applications [4,5] to dusty
(complex) plasmas [6–10] and fusion related problems
[11–13]. An absorbing grain immersed in a plasma be-
comes charged by collecting ion and electron fluxes on its
surface. In the stationary state these fluxes balance each
other, resulting in a negative (floating) surface potential
(and correspondingly, negative charge) because of the
higher mobility of plasma electrons as compared to that
of ions. Thus, the grain-plasma system appears as an
essentially open system, in which the plasma loss to the
grain should be balanced by an ionization source.

When a grain moves in a plasma, it experiences the
frictional (drag) force associated with all plasma compo-
nents—positive ions, negative electrons, and neutral gas
(we consider a three-component plasma; negative ions are
absent). The neutral drag force is likely to be dominant in
most cases as long as the plasma is weakly ionized. In this
Letter, however, we discuss a different situation: when the
plasma-related drag can overcome the neutral drag, and,

even more important, when the total drag force can be
directed along the grain motion, causing the grain to accel-
erate until it reaches a free undamped motion with no
friction, thus experiencing a superfluidlike motion. It is
important that this effect takes place in a highly collisional
(i.e., highly viscous) weakly ionized plasma. The main
reason for such an unusual behavior is the openness of
the grain-plasma system.

Let us consider a plasma in the parameter regime re-
cently studied by Khrapak et al. [14]: the stationary bulk
quasineutral high pressure plasma, with motions of both
electrons and ions dominated by collisions with neutrals. A
small individual absorbing grain of (negative) charge Q is
slowly moving with respect to plasma background. There
are no plasma sources and sinks in the vicinity of the grain
(except for the grain surface, which is fully absorbing),
which corresponds physically to the situation when the
characteristic ionization or recombination length is con-
siderably larger than the characteristic size of the plasma
perturbation by the grain. For simplicity let us also assume
that the temperatures of electron, ion, and neutral compo-
nents are equal to each other; generalization to a nonequi-
librium case is straightforward.

The total friction force consists of three contributions
associated with interactions with different plasma compo-
nents—the electron, ion, and neutral drags. When relative
velocities between the grain and other plasma components
are the same, the ratio of the electron drag force to the ion
(neutral) drag forces is / !me=mi!n""1=2 [15], where me, mi,
and mn are the electron, ion, and neutral mass, respectively.
Hence, the electron contribution to the friction can be
neglected. The expression for the ion drag force relevant
to the considered regime was derived in Ref. [14]. For one-
temperature plasma this expression is

 Fi ’ #!1=24"!Q2=!2
D"!!D=‘i"!u=vTi

"; (1)

where !D $
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
T=8"e2n0

p
is the linearized Debye length, n0
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is the electron and ion number densities, T is the tempera-
ture, u is the grain velocity, ‘i is the ion mean free path, and
vTi

!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
T=mi

p
is the ion thermal velocity. The negative sign

in the above expression reveals the fact that the ion drag
force on a small absorbing body in highly collisional
plasma acts in the direction of its motion. Before dis-
cussing the associated physics, we note that sign reversal
of the ion drag force was reported recently for a simple
model considering an absorbing sphere in a highly colli-
sional flowing plasma under the assumption of central
Coulomb-like interaction potential between the ions and
the sphere [16]. Negative values of the ion drag force
acting on an absorbing grain were also detected previously
in numerical simulations [17,18]. Although a direct com-
parison between results of these simulations performed in
the regime of moderate ion collisionality and analytical
results of Ref. [14] derived in the highly collisional limit is
not possible, the physical processes responsible for the
effect can be identified. These are the ion-neutral collisions
(in the collisionless regime the force can never be negative
due to momentum conservation in ion-grain collisions) and
the ion absorption on the grain (the ion drag force acting on
a nonabsorbing grain in collisional plasma has been shown
to be a monotonically increasing positive function of the
ion collisionality [19]).

Indeed, the ion-neutral collisions enhance the ion drag
force (as compared to the collisionless case) when no
absorption occurs. This is because of collision-induced
ion focusing [19], an effect implying a local increase in
the ion density behind the grain [20,21] which induces an
electric field and a (drag) force acting in the direction
opposite to the grain motion. With increasing collisional-

ity, the focusing center moves closer to the grain and the
drag force increases. In contrast, the ion absorption causes
a rarefaction of the ion density behind the grain. These two
effects compete with each other and under certain condi-
tions the rarefaction dominates. The ion rarefaction implies
a negative space charge behind the grain and induces an
electric field and a (drag) force acting in the direction of the
grain motion.

To illustrate this effect, we plot a distribution of the
electric potential behind nonabsorbing and absorbing
grains moving slowly through a collisional plasma; see
Fig. 1. For a nonabsorbing grain there is a positive peak
in the potential corresponding to the ion focusing. Note
that the peak amplitude increases and its position moves
closer to the grain when the ion collisionality increases.
This would correspond to the increase of the ion drag force.
When absorption is taken into account, the peak disappears
and a negative space charge region is formed behind the
grain. This negative space charge repels the negatively
charged grain leading to the (drag) force directed along
its motion.

The analytical expression (1) is derived by using the
linear plasma response formalism as well as a number of
additional assumptions. Let us therefore briefly discuss its
range of applicability. The expression is applicable for a
small grain (a=!D " 1), in a highly collisional plasma
(‘i=!D " 1), in the limit of vanishing velocity between
the grain and the ions u " vTi

#‘i=!D$. The applicability of
the linear formalism requires RC ! Qe=T " !D, where
RC is the Coulomb radius and a is the grain radius.
Additional assumptions include a negligible role of the
kinetic effects that requires ‘i & RC and ion collection
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FIG. 1 (color). Electric potential behind a small negatively charged moving grain in highly collisional plasma. (a) corre-
sponds to a nonabsorbing grain, while (b) corresponds to an absorbing grain. The grain is moving to the left. The direction of the
force associated with ion focusing (a) and ion depletion (b) behind the grain is shown by arrows. The calculations are performed using
the linear plasma response technique (for details see Ref. [25]) for the following set of plasma parameters: Te ! Ti, Qe=aT ! 3,
a=!D ! 0:2, u=vT ! 0:003, and ‘i=!D ! 0:03#0:01$ for the red (blue) curves. Positive and negative signs correspond to the positive
and negative space charge regions, respectively.
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by the grain in the continuum limit ‘i=a & 1. Altogether,
the set of inequalities determining the applicability of
Eq. (1) can be written as

 u=vTi
! ‘i=!D & a=!D & RC=!D ! 1: (2)

The effect of the momentum transfer from the ions hitting
the grain has not been accounted in deriving Eq. (1), but it
can be shown to be small in the considered regime [14].

The last contribution to the friction is the neutral drag
force. At high pressures considered here, it is reasonable to
assume that the grain radius is larger than the mean free
path of neutrals, ‘n & a. In the limit of low Reynolds
number corresponding to a slow grain motion, the neutral
drag force is given by the Stokes’s expression

 Fn ’ 6"#au; (3)

where # ’ nnmn‘nvTn
is the neutral gas viscosity. This

component is obviously directed opposite to the grain
motion.

Thus, the direction of the total friction force is deter-
mined by the competition of the ion and neutral drag
forces. Let us compare their absolute magnitudes. The
force ratio is

 jFi=Fnj ’ "1=18#"n0=nn#"vTn
=vTi

#"Qe=aT#"RC=‘i#
$ "!D=‘n#: (4)

In a weakly ionized plasma we have n0 ! nn; it is reason-
able to assume that vTn

% vTi
& vT; the dimensionless

grain charge Qe=aT & RC=a is usually in the range from
1 to 10; the applicability of Eq. (1) requires RC * ‘i and
!D ' ‘n. The product of the three latter large factors can
compensate for the smallness in n0=nn reducing the total
friction force compared to the pure neutral drag force or
even making the total friction negative, i.e., directed along
the grain motion.

In the latter case, the grain is accelerated until u & ucr,
when the balance between the ion drag and neutral drag is
reached. Note that this can happen when the condition (2)
is violated, i.e., when ucr % vTi

"‘i=!D#. The existence of
such a balance follows also from the simple fact that at a
higher grain velocity only geometrical factors play a role
and Fi"n# ’ "a2n0"n#mi"n#u2, and thus Fi ! Fn since n0 !
nn. The final grain velocity corresponding to this balance
(which is expected to be much smaller than vT) is a stable
equilibrium velocity when the grain exhibits free un-
damped motion as long as the plasma parameters are
unchanged.

The described effect can lead to a superfluidlike behav-
ior of the grain component in plasmas: a collection of
absorbing grains can move freely in a highly collisional
weakly ionized plasma. The consequences of the phe-
nomenon can be important for astrophysics as well as
laboratory-based experiments. Here we should also men-
tion the phenomenon of ‘‘crazy’’ relatively fast moving

(although the velocity is much lower than the ion thermal
velocity) dust particles observed in a number of laboratory
and microgravity experiments and in some nuclear fusion
devices. It would also be interesting to consider this effect
in the context of steady-state propagation of a spherical
electrode in a leaky dielectric [22,23] as well as in opera-
tion of bacterial flagellar motors [23]. This is, however, left
for future work.

Note that in the considered classical problem, no collec-
tive phononlike excitations are present. This is the main
difference between the quantum theory of superfluidity and
the considered effect. However, some analogies with quan-
tum fluids at near-zero temperatures still exist. Indeed, the
presence of an absorption of the plasma ions is crucial for
the considered effect. In some approximation, this can be
considered as an analogue to the condition of no excitation
of collective perturbations in a quantum fluid. The free
energy supporting the absorbing grain motion comes from
the distant ionization source creating plasma ions.

Finally, we point out that in the presence of other
forces, such as electrostatic, an effect resembling super-
conductivity phenomenon can appear. Imagine a grain
immersed in a highly collisional, partially ionized plasma
subject to a very weak external electric field. The electric
force should be taken into account in the equation of
motion for the grain. As shown in [24], the components
of the ion and electron drag forces associated with the ion
and electron drifts in the electric field are of minor impor-
tance compared to the electric force and hence can be
neglected. The main remaining terms in the equation of
motion are the ion and neutral drag forces associated with
the grain motion. When conditions for the ‘‘negative total
friction’’ effect are satisfied, the grain is accelerated in the
direction of electric force until the balance between elec-
tric force and a (small) total positive friction is reached.
This should happen at a grain velocity somewhat higher
than ucr; for a rough estimate we can take u% ucr %
vTi

"‘i=!D#. The requirement for the ion drift velocity to
be smaller than ucr yields eE!D=T & 1, where E is the
electric field strength. For the ‘‘superconductive’’ grain
component current jd & Qndu to be comparable with the
electron current, je & en0ue, we should have "Q=e#$
"nd=n0#"vTi

=vTe
#"‘i=‘e#> eE!D=T, where nd is the grain

density and ue ( "eE‘e=mevTe
# is the electron drift veloc-

ity. Thus, for very weak electric fields we can expect the
main component of the electrical current to be mostly
associated with the highly negatively charged supercon-
ductive grain component, provided grain charge and den-
sity are large enough. We note, however, that while one
type of the friction force (the friction with neutrals) is
almost balanced by the ion drag, the energy is still dissi-
pated even with this superconductive grain component—
and this is the main difference from the quantum super-
conductivity effect. In the considered case, the continuous
energy loss due to remaining friction with neutrals as well
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as due to electron and ion absorption on the grains is
balanced by the plasma production due to some ionization
source. This manifests the fundamental openness of the
complex plasma systems.

To conclude, we studied here motion of a small nega-
tively charged absorbing grain immersed in a stationary
weakly ionized high pressure plasma. We demonstrated
that the total frictional (drag) force acting on the grain
can be directed along its motion due to the rarefaction in
the positive ion density behind the grain and the corre-
sponding ‘‘negative’’ ion drag force dominating the neutral
drag force, which always acts against grain motion. Thus, a
slowly moving grain can accelerate up to a critical velocity
at which these forces balance each other, thus implying
free undamped ‘‘superfluid’’ motion. We also discussed the
conditions when such an effect can be realized and the
possibility of a superconductive grain current in plasmas.
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